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P R 0 C E E D I N G S -- 9:30 a.m.
(Defendants present in the courtroom.)
THE COURT:

Good morning.

MR. HUNDLEY:

I have one matter, Your Honor, very

briefly.
As Your Honor knows, last Friday I made. general
objections to the Government’s rebuttal. There is one statement in particular that Mr. Ben-Veniste made that I would like
to specifically draw Tour attention to because I think that it
is really so far out that it should be singled out and brought
to your attention. Page 12,290 of the transcript,
Mr. Ben-Veniste, and bear in mind he is summing up and rebuttin
Mr. Haldeman, he is talking about the June 23rd meeting between
the President and Mr. Haldeman and, "And later on LaRue testified that he and Mardian and Mitchell and Dean sat down to discuss this and they decided that maybe the CIA could block the
investigation and Dean was given the assignment to try to carry
that out which we all know he did, in going to Mr. ~a~d@~~’’
Now there is no testimony in the record at all as to
that neither from Dean, LaRue, or anyone else.
The Government’s testimony, Your Honor, if believable,
and both Dean and LaRue testified to this, that the earliest
was on June 24th, a day after the June 23 meeting, they testified that there was some talk about, getting the CIA to raise
funds for b~il money but with this one sweeping statement about
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a meeting which there is no testimony of, he has now attempted
to tie in my client and Mr. Mardian with what happened on June
23rd.
Now, as Your Honor will remember, I spent perhaps
20 or 25 minutes on cross-examination with Mr. Dean and
Mr. LaRue pointing out that Mr. Dean never discussed using the
CIA to put the skids to the FBI with Mr. Mitchell.
Now I singled that one out because all of the Government’s evidence not only does not corroborate this but flatly
contradicts it, Your Honor.
THE COURT:

Did you argue that to the jury -- your

recollection?
MR. HUNDLEY:

When I made my summation, Your Honor,

I argued as strongly as I could Vis-a-vis the Dean telephone
call and how he testified, there was never any discussions with
Mr. Mitchell about using the CIA to put the skids to the FBI.
Obviously, I couldn’t address myself to such an
alleged meeting because there is no testimony that there ever
was a meeting between these people. There just isn’t.
THE COURT: Let me hear you, Mr. Ben-Veniste.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: Your Honor, Mr. Green brought this
up last week, I guess, or this week, the last day we sat -- I’m
getting confused as to the dates. Page 6,608 of the transcript
where Mr. LaRue gave the testimony which Mr. Hundley says does
not exist, Mr. Green checked it out and the testimony is there,
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and Mr. Hundley is just absolutely wrong on this particular
point.
THE COURT: It is a question the jury is. going to haw
to resolve. You have your objection on the record. I am not
going to go back and try and single out something you say happened and the other side says didn’t happen, in effect. This
is a matter for the jury to decide where there is a conflict in
the evidence. You made your point.
Mr.. Strickler?
MR. STRICKLER: May it please the Court, I do have
one matter that I say did not happen which Mr. Ben-Veniste said
did happen which may fall in the category you last described.
It is with the same point I made Friday after
Mr. Ben-Veniste’s statement. I now have a copy of the transcript, Page 12,301, about seven or eight lines from the bottom
of the page Mr. Ben-Veniste is discussing a conversation which
occurred between Mr. Haldeman and Mr. Magruder and he is using
very effectively in his argument the fact that Mr. Haldeman has
produced a tape to establish his innocence.
Number one, that tape was subpoenaed, it was not produced in the sense Mr. Ben-Veniste described it.
Number two, he told the jury that tape had been presented to it so the jury might want to listen to that tape.
That tape is not in evidence. It was not presented to the jury
and I say that these are the words Mr. Ben-Veniste used at
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Page 12,301:
"This is the one tape that has been presented
to you that Mr. Haldeman comes up with."
This was not in evidence, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Did you call that to my attention
immediately after the argument?
MR. STRICKLER: Immediately after his argument, Your
Honor.

There was a recess and we came back.
THE COURT:

Didn’t Mr. Ben-Veniste s’ubmit or argue

his side of it?
MR. STRICKLER:

He argued here that in some other

place there had been a reference to that conversation. He did
not argue here that the tape was ever presented to the jury as
was stated in his argument.
THE COURT:

You have your objection on the record.

Mir. St~in?
MR. STEIN:

If the Court please, I placed with the

Clerk an original and two of an amendment to the instructions.
The substance of it is that if the jury finds that the Government has failed to prove any motive, that is a fact the jury
may if it chooses to consider in favor of the Defendant.
THE COURT:

The Government doesn’t have to prove a

MR. STEIN:

I am aware of that, Your Honor. There ar~

motive.

cases that hold that the absence of motive is a factor which
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weighs in favor of the defendant.
THE COURT: We have been through these instructions
time and again, Mr. Stein, and it is pretty late in the hour to
call these things to my attention.
MR. STEIN: The reason I raise it so late, Your Honor
is because the only suggestion that motive came to Mr. Neal’s
rebuttal and I think a fair appraisal of the evidence and the
closing arguments does put us in a position where the jury may
find that there was no motive and that is the factor which
under the cases they could weigh in favor of Mr. Parkinson.
THE COURT:

I will deny your request.

Mr. Green?
MR. GREEN:

If Your Honor please, a couple brief poin"

First of all, I wish to place an objection on the
record to the modified indictment going to the jury during theix
deliberations. It is my position this is in essence a superseding indictment. The initial Grand Jury which returned the
indictment has now been dismissed and they have not approved an~
retyping or modification of this indictment. I think the
initial indictment as presented ought to go.
THE COURT: Didn’t my Clerk talk to all the attorneys
the other day and asked if you were satisfied?
MR. GREEN: I was given a copy and told to read it an~
see if the references to Mr. Strachan and Mr. Colson were
deleted. I wish to place my objection on the record to this
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indictment from the initial indictment returned going to the
j ury.
Secondly, Your Honor, with respect to your instructiol
on conspiracy, I raise this point only because on Page ii you
have a paragraph there which I must confess to the Court I just
don’t understand. It is the center paragraph and deals with th~
Defendant closing his eyes to a certain course of dealings and
the Court makes reference to a conscious purpose to evade the
likelihood of prosecution. I am not sure the Court actually
intends to make reference to likelihood of prosecution or rathex
it ~ntends to talk about avoidance of facts.
THE COURT: Mr. Green, when you select one sentence
out of context it may change the whole meaning. If you wait
until you hear the instructions, I will give you time to make
it.

I will not change my instructions now.
MR. GREEN: Very well. I object to that passage.
I also wish the Court to instruct the jury they can

return a partial verdict as to any counts.
THE COURT: They know that, that is in my instruction~
Very well.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: I just want to answer Mr. Green’s
first question that it was my understanding we all discussed
this at the side bar in terms of redacting the indictment.
THE COURT: That is my understanding. I can be wrong.
Bring the jury in.
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(Whereupon, the jury entered the courtroom.)
THE COURT: Good morning, members of the jury.
COURT’S CHARGE TO THE JURY

2)

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you are
now approaching what in the final analysis is the most importan’
part of this case. After many weeks of trial we have now
reached the place where there are no more witnesses to be heard
no more exhibits to be introduced, and no further arguments by
counsel.
I know that I speak for counsel on both sides when I
say that your unfailing attention, your patience and your
interest in this long and complex case should be model for
other juries. Your responsibilities are great but you have
shown by your attitude that you are fully aware of them. Your
untiring efforts and your obvious sense of duty are worthy of
the greatest commendation.
Blackstone, a great jurist of England and whose writings were so familiar to our founding fathers, called the jury
system the glory of the English law. It is certainly one of
the splendid achievements of our Western civilization. You haw
served here in the finest tradition of that system.
The Court at this time wishes also to formally extend
its compliments to the able counsel on both sides for the manne~
in which they have conducted themselves and to thank them for
the continued cooperation which they have shown to the Court
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during the many days of this trial.
As you will recall, at the beginning of the case the
Court gave you a preliminary instruction in the hope that
because of the nature of the case those remarks would be of
assistance to you during the course of the trial. I mentioned
to you at that time and during the course of the trial that at
the end of the case you would receive the Court’s final instructions on the law. These instructions that I now give you are
to be your guide in applying the law to the facts. These
instructions,".then, are the final step before you retire to the
jury room to deliberate upon the evidence in this controversy,
and to arrive at your verdict.
Now, the word, verdict, has ancient and important roo~s
in our legal system. Our English word, verdict, is composed of
the parts of two Latin words. The first syllable, V-E-R, is
taken from the Latin word, veritas, meaning the truth. The
second syllable, D-I-C-T, comes from the Latin word, dicto,
meaning to speak. So that literally your responsibility in thi~
case, as in any case, in returning a verdict, is to speak the
truth as to the rights, responsibilities and obligations of the
parties to this litigation. After your deliberations then, you
will be called upon to speak the truth regarding your findings
in this case.
Now, you have taken an oath that you will try this
case according to the law and the evidence. As I.have told you
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on an earlier occasion, your responsiblities as jurors are
great, as is my obligation and solemn duty in this case. My
duty is to acquaint you with that law. My duty and and
responsibility is to instruct you as to the law that will goverr
you in reaching your verdict. It is your responsibility and
duty under your oaths, to accept the law as I shall state it to
you. You, however, are the exclusive judges of the facts. The
sole power to determine the credibility of witnesses, to determine who has testified to the truth where there is some questior
in issue, to judge and determine the weight of the evidence, to
find the facts and apply the law thereto, as it is outlined to
you by the Court and then declare your result, rests with you.
In this regard I want to make two observations to you
at this time. If during the course of these instructions I
have occasion to refer to some of the evidence in the case, my
recollection of the evidence is not. binding on you. It is your
recollection and your recollection alone which must guide you ir
reaching your verdict.
Secondly, as a matter of explanation, I want to say t¢
you that the judges of the Federal courts have a right, under
the law, to comment on the evidence. This means that the Judge
in the course of his instructions to the jury, may take the
test’.~mony of the individual witnesses, may discuss the testimon~
pro and con, and may say to you: I believe this witness, or,
I do not believe him. I believe this much of his testimony but
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I don’t believe the rest. Or he can make whatever comment he
~ees fit upon the evidence.
NOW, this power of a Federal Judge is subject only to
the qualification that the Judge must say, on the record, these
magic words: Of course, my views are not binding upon you.
However, it does seem to me that if a judge is entitled to any
respect in the courtroom, the comments he makes from the bench
when giving his instructions must have some effect upon the jur~
Consequently, I do not believe that a Judge can comment upon the
evidence in his final instructions and then say, Of course, my
comments are not binding upon you, without having his remarks
on the evidence affect the jury in some way. As a matter of
practice, this Court, at least, does not comment upon the evidence. It is for you alone to determine, under the Court’s
instructions, what witnesses are worthy of belief and what facts
have been established or have not been established.
Now, there are five persons on trial before you. They
are Messrs. John N. Mitchell, Harry R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman
Robert C. Mardian, and Kenneth Wells Parkinson. You will be
called upon to determine the guilt or innocence of each one of
these five persons as to each count of the indictment With which
they are charged.
When you retire to your jury room to begin your
deliberations, the first thing I suggest you should do is to
elect your foreman or forelady. You will also take with you to
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the jury room a copy of the indictment returned by the Grand Jur{
in this case, which now contains ten counts.
Two counts of the original twelve-countindictment,
that is, Counts Three and Ten, have been dismissed. You will
recall that those counts charged Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Ehrlichman
with making false statements to the FBI.
As I just explained, it is a judge’s duty to decide
the questions of law that arise during the trial. In this case,
I have decided as a matter of law that it is unnecessary for you
to consider the charges in Counts Three and Ten. They are no
longer of any concern to you.
The fact that these two charges have been dismissed by
the Court should not in any way affect your consideration of the
remaining counts. Please do not speculate or in any other way
let the dismissal of these two counts affect your deliberations
and consideration on the remaining counts.
Let me say that the evidence you have heard relating
to these two dismissed counts may still be considered by you if
you find that it pertains to Counts One and Two of the indictmen~
Now the purpose of an indictment,;.as’yod have been
told, is to inform a defendant of the charge or charges that he
must meet when his case comes on for trial. An indictment is
not evidence against a defendant and it should not be regarded
by you as testimony against any defendant. It is merely the
formal manner of accusing a person in order to bring him to trial
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YOU are not to give it any weight whatsoever as evidence, or
draw any inference of guilt from it.
As I just stated a moment ago, there are ten counts
in the indictment which you will have with you in the jury room.
The Defendant John N. Mitchell is indicted under
Counts One., Two, Four, Five and Six. The Defendant,..Mr. Harry
R. Haldeman, is indicted under Counts One, Two, Seven, Eight
and Nine. The Defendant John Ehrlichman is indicted under
Counts One, Two, Eleven and Twelve. The Defendant, Mr. Robert
C. Mardian, is indicted under Count One only. The. Defendant,
Mr. Kenneth Wells Parkinson, is indicted under Counts One and
Two.
The First Count of the indictment charges all the
Defendants with participating in a conspiracy.
Section 371 of Title 18 of the United States Code,
which makes conspiracy to commit an offense a crime, reads in
pertinent part as follows:
If two or more persons conspire, either to
commit any offense against the United States, or
to defraud the United States or any agency thereof,
in any manner or for any purpose, and one or more
of such persons do any act to effect the object, or
objects, of the conspiracy, each shall be guilty of
an offense against the laws of the United States.
By way of fntroduction the indictment charges in
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substance that on or about June 17, 1972, Federal authorities
began an investigation of a break-in at the offices of the
Democratic National Committee located in the Watergate office
complex, during which five persons were arrested while attempt-ing to photograph documents and repair a surreptitious
electronic listening device which had previously been placed
there illegally. This investigation led to the indictment of
seven persons.
Count One charges that from on or about June 17, 1972
the five Defendants before you, and others, entered into a
criminal agreement to obstruct justice, give false testimony
under oath, make false statements to the FBI, and defraud the
CIA, the FBI, and the Department of Justice. Count One further
charges that the purpose of the Defendants was to conceal the
identities of the persons who were respQnsible for, participate~
in, or had knowledge of the activities which were the subject
of the Watergate investigation and the trial of the original
Watergate defendants, and other improper activities.
As you will note, the. conspiracy charge sets forth
the alleged objects or purposes of the conspiracy. Then the
indictment sets forth the manner and means by which the alleged
objects and purposes of the conspiracy were to be effected.
Those methods alleged are, in substance, as follows:
First, they would attempt to have the Attorney Gene~a[
of the United States obtain the release of one or more of the
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persons arrested in the Watergate break-in.
Second, they would remove, conceal, alter and destroy
documents, papers, records and objects.
Third, they would plan, solicit and assist the
giving of false statements and testimony.
Fourth, they would actually give false statements and
testimony.
Fifth, they would secretly raise and pay cash funds
to and for the benefit of the seven original Watergate
defendants.
Sixth, they would make offers of leniency, clemency
and other benefits to Messrs. Hunt. Liddy, McCord and Magruder.
Seventh, they would attempt to obtain financial
assistance from the Central Intelligence Agency for the original
~efendants.
Eighth, they would obtain information from the FBI
and the Department of Justice concerning the progress of the
Watergate break-in investigation.
As I said, these are some of the means by which it is
charged the alleged conspirators would carry out their agreemenNow, the Government may attempt, or has attempted, to show that
other means were also used.
The essential elements of the offense of conspiracy,
each of which the Government must prove beyond a reasonable do~
areas follows:
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One: That two or more persons conspired to commit an
offense against the United States or to defraud the United
States;
Two: That each Defendant knowingly participated in
this conspiracy with the intent to commit the offense or the
fraud which was the object of the conspiracy; and
Three: That during the existence of this conspiracy
at least one overt act was committeed by one or more of its
members in furtherance of the objects of the conspiracy.
Now-, what is a conspiracy?
The idea of a conspiracy is very simple. A conspiracl
is a combination of two or more persons to accomplish an unlawful purpose, or a lawful purpose by unlawful means. While it
involves an agreement to engage in conduct which violates the
law, it is not necessary that the persons charged have met
together and entered into an express or formal agreement, or
that they have stated, in words or writing, what the scheme was
or how it was to be carried out. It is sufficient to show that
without stating it in so many words, they came to a mutual
understanding to accomplish an unlawful purpose or a lawful
purpose by unlawful means. Such an ~greement may be inferred
from the circumstances and ~onduct of the parties. Common
sense will tell you that from its very nature, a conspiracy is
characterized by secrecy in its origin and execution. Often,
when persons undertake to enter into a conspiracy, much is left
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to an informal, unexpressed understanding. Therefore, express
language or specific words are not required to indicate assent
or attachment to a conspiracy.
In deciding the first element, you should consider
all the evidence, inc£uding the acts and declarations of all
the alleged participants.
If you conclude that a conspiracy as charged did exis
you must next determine whether each of the Defendants on trial
here participated in that conspiracy.
Now, this element of participation or membership must
be considered and decided with specific and individual referenc~
to the particular Defendant you are considering in the case.
This must be emphasized even though conspiracy and membership
in a conspiracy involves relationships between participants.
Each Defendant’s participation in the alleged conspiracy, if it is to found, must be established by evidence of
the Defendant’s own words, his own actions and the general
course of his conduct.
It is not necessary, in order to convict a Defendant
on a charge of conspiracy, that he have been a member of the
conspiracy from its beginning. Furthermore, different persons
may become members of the conspiracy at different times.
In determining whether a Defendant as a member of the
alleged conspiracy, you must determine whether he participated
with knowledge of its unlawful purpose or purposes. Knowledge
is a matter of inference to be drawn from the facts proved.
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It is not necessary that one be fully informed as to all of the
details and scope of the alleged conspiracy or know all the
other members, or the means by which the objects of the alleged
conspiracy were to be accomplished in order to justify an
inference of.knowledge. A Defendant may be a conspirator even
though he did not participate in all aspects of the conspiracy
or was involved for a period of time less than the duration of
the conspiracy. The extent of a Defendant’s participation is
not determinative of his guilt or innocence. A Defendant may
be convicted as a conspirator even though he plays a relatively
small or minor role. The question is: Did a Defendant knowingly participate with others being aware of at least some of
the basic purposes and aims of the conspiracy with the intent t(
advance those purposes, as set forth in the indictment? If so,
then he is a conspirator and he adopts as his own the past and
future acts of all the other conspirators.
Now, guilty knowledge cannot be established by merely
demonstrating negligence on the part of a Defendant. But if yol
find that a Defendant through the course of dealings deliberate]
Y
closed his eyes to what otherwise would have been obvious to hi~
with a conscious purposeto evade the likelihood of prosecution
this situation may be considered by you as evidence that the
Defendant had knowledge of the objectives of the conspiracy.
Knowledge may also be inferred from subsequent conduc~
by any Defendant which, in light of all the facts and circumstan
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reflects a consciousness of guilt.
I want to caution you that mere association with one
or more conspirators, without participation, does not make one
a member of a conspiracy, nor is knowledge of a conspiracy
without participation therein sufficient to constitute membership in a conspiracy. What is necessary is that a Defendant
knowingly participate with knowledge of at least one or some of
the purposes of the conspiracy and with the intent to aid in
the accomplishment of those unlawful ends.
The .Government must also prove, as part of the second
element of the crime of conspiracy, that each Defendant who
allegedly participated in the conspiracy charged~did so withi
criminal intent.
"Intent" means that a person had the purpose to do a
thing; it means that he made an act of the will to do the thing
it means that the thing was done consciously and voluntarily
and not inadvertently or accidentally.
Now, some criminal~ offenses require only a general
intent. Where this is so and it is shown that a person has
knowingly committed an act which the law makes a crime, intent
may be inferred from the doing of the act. Other offenses,
such as this one, require a specific intent. Specific intent
requires more than a mere general intent to engage in certain
conduct or to do certain acts. A person who knowingly does an
act which the law forbids intending with bad purpose either to
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disobey or disregard the law, may be found to act!~with specific
intent.
The indictment charges that the alleged conspirators
acted knowingly and wilfully, and those words refer to the basi.
requirement which must proved before a verdict of guilty could
be justified.
Although the words are important, they are not
complicated and they do not require long definitions. We say
an act is done knowingly if it is done voluntarily and purposell
and not because of mistake, inadvertence, or accident.
We say an act is done wilfully if it is committed
deliberately, knowingly and purposely.
In attempting to show that a Defendant acted wilfully
it is not essential that the Government establish that the
Defendant knew he was breaking some particular rule or law. It
would be sufficient that he knew what he was doing, that he
intended to do what he did, and that he did what he did on purpose.
I think you well know, whether I mention it or not,
that knowledge and wilfulness need not and normally cannot be
proved by so-called direct evidence. The question of intent
relates to the state of a person’s mind. Therefore, it must
usually be determined by reference to circumstances rather than
direet evidence.
Now medical science has not yet devised an. instrument
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to record intent, particularly going back into the past. In
this, as in most cases, then, your task will be to weigh all
the facts and all the circumstances as you find them in determi~
ing whether a Defendant acted knowingly and wilfully, if you
find the other elements of the offense have been established.

3)

You may consider any statement made, an act done or
omitted by a Defendant and all other facts and circumstances
in evidence which indicate his state of mind. You may infer
that a person ordinarily intends the natural and probable consequences of acts knowingly done or knowingly omitted.
Now, on the question of intent, you may ask yourselve~
is it likely or unlikely, plausible or implausible, probable or
improbable that a Defendant understood fully what he was doing
when he performed such acts as you find him to have performed
in this case.
Now these are only sample questions of the kind that
you will want to ask yourselves in deciding whether the Government has proved beyond a reasonable doubt its charge of a knowing and wilful conspiracy.
In putting these questions to you, I do not mean to
suggest any answers. They are merely guides to you and I
emphasize here and throughout that such factual matters are
your entire and exclusive responsibility.
Let me pause here to say that some or all of the
Defendants cl~im that they had no knowledge of the alleged
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purposes of the conspiracy. Of course, if you find that any
or all of the Defendants lacked such knowledge, as I explained
it to you, you must find that Defendant, or those Defendants,
not guilty of the crime of conspiracy. Likewise, some or all
of the Defendants claim that they lacked the specific intent
to join the alleged conspiracy. Again, if you are not satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that a Defendant possessed the
§pecific intent to join a conspiracy, you should find that
Defendant not guilty.on that charge.
Two Defendants, Messrs. Mardian and Parkinson, claim
to have participated in or directed the legal representation of
the Committee to Re-elect the President in response to a civil
suit filed by the Democratic National Committee. This fact may
have some bearing on the specific intent of these two Defendantl
In weighing and evaluating the evidence relating to the element
of intent you should consider whether the actions taken by each
of these Defendants were undertaken pursuant to good faith legal
representation or whether they were untaken with a criminal
intent and in furtherance of the conspiracy charged.
Let me point out that a lawyer has a duty to become
fully informed of all facts of the matter he is handling.
The relationship between a lawyer and his client is
absolutely confidential, requiring a high degree of trust and
good faith. An attorney is ethically required to preserve the
confidences and secrets of his clients. This is the basis of
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the so-called attorney-client privilege.
It is wel! settled, however, that this attorney-clien’
privilege which we are talking about does not extend to communi,
tions between an attorney and client which are in aid of or in
furtherance of a crime or fraud. The privilege does not apply
to shield such criminal conversations.
What allthis boils down to is a question Of intent.
If you find, based on the evidence and what I have told you
about the duties and limits on the duties of a lawyer, that
either or both of these Defendants, that is, Mr. Mardian and
Mr. Parkinson, ~ither one or both, lacked the criminal intent
to join and further the conspiracy cha~ged in Count One because
he was merely doing his jog as a lawyer, you must find that
Defendant orboth Defendants if you so find, not guilty on
Count One. But if you find that either Mr. Parkinson or
Mr. Mardian, or both of them, were acting with the intent to
participate in the alleged conspiracy, then the fact that he
happened to be active as a lawyer also is no defense, and he
should be found guilty provided all the other elements are also
established beyond a reasonable doubt.
Now, a word of caution: Please do not confuse motive
and intent. Motive is what prompts or causes a person to act oi
fail to act; intent refers to the state of mind with which the
act is done or omitted. Now the Government is not required to
prove that the Defendants, that is, any one or all of them,
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acted with a particular motive or motives, and the failure of
the Government to prove motive is not a defense to a crime nor
is an allegedly, good motive ever by itself a defense where the
act done or omitted is a crime. However, the motive or motives
of an accused may be material to his state of mind, that is,
his intent and you may, if you choose to do so, consider the
alleged evidence of motive in determining whether or not the
Defendants acted with the required specific intent.
Next, if it is established that a conspiracy existed
and that a Defendant was one or its members, then the acts and
declarations of any other member of such conspiracy, in or out
of a Defendant’s presence, done in furtherance of the objects
of the conspiracy, and during its existence, may be considered
as evidence against the Defendant. When persons enter into an
agreement for an unlawful purpose they become agents for one
another.
However, statements of any conspirator which are not
in furtherance of the conspiracy, or are made before its
existence, or after its termination may be considered as evidence only against the person making them.
Now, it is not necessary that the purposes of the
conspiracy have been accomplished or that a substantive offense
which was the object of the conspiracy have been committed. At
the same time evidence that one or more of the objects of the
conspiracy were achieved may of course be considered as evidence
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that the conspiracy did in fact exist.
The third essential element of the crime of conspiracl
is that at least one overt act charged in the indictment be
committed by one or more of the alleged participants on or abou’
the date alleged.
What do we mean by an overt act?
An overt act means any act, legal or illegal, committ,
d
by one or more of the conspirators to accomplish a purpose of
the conspiracy. It need not be in violation of the law, and th~
other conspirators need not join in it, or even know about it.
It is necessary only that such act be in furtherance of the
purposes of objects of the conspiracy.
Now I shall not read the list of overt acts alleged
in the indictment. There are 45 of them. When yougo back to
deliberate you will have the indictment which contains the overt
acts to refer to.
It is not necessary that all of the overt acts charged
in the indictment were performed. One overt act is sufficient.
It is not necessary that it occur at the precise time alleged.
All that is necessary is that it occur on or about the date
alleged.
The indictment further alleges that the conspiracy
began on or about June 17, 1972, and continued to March i, 1974.
It is not essential for the Government to prove that the conspiracy started and ended on or about those specific dates or
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existed over the whole period. It is sufficient if you find
that in fact a conspiracy was formed and existed for some substantial time within the period set forth in the indictment
and at least one cf the overt acts was committed during that
period.
Thus, if you find beyond a reasonable doubt that a
conspiracy existed as charged in the indictment, and that during the existence of the conspiracy one of the overt acts
alleged was knowingly done by one or more of the conspirators
in furtherance of some object of the conspiracy, proof of the
conspiracy offense is then complete. You may return a verdict
of guilty as to each Defendant you find beyond a reasonable
doubt to have been knowingly and wilfully a member of the
conspiracy at the time the overt act was committed, if~it.was~
committed, regardless of which of the conspirators committed
the overt act.
Some evidence has been admitted during the course of
this trial relating to events, conduct or conversations which
precede the date on which the offenses in the indictment are
alleged to have been committed. I am referring to such evidence
as alleged meetings involving alleged Co-conspirators and/or
Defendants in which alleged illegal activities were discussed,
and other conversations or activities which allegedly occurred
before June 17, 1972. You are instructed that you are not to
rely on this evidence by itself to prove that any of the
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Defendants committed the offenses charged in the indictment.
This evidence of alleged prior acts or prior association of
some of the alleged co-conspirators, however, may be considered
by you on the question of whether or not it is likely or unlike
that any of the Defendants and alleged co-conspirators conspire,
and acted together as charged in the indictment, since, as I
have already explained, agreement -- formal or informal -- is
an element of conspiracy. You may consider the evidence of
events, conduct, and conversations prior to the date of the
alleged offenses on the questions of the state of mind of the
Defendants and alleged co-conspirators, their intent, and their
motive or motives. You may consider the evidence and draw
from it the inferences or conclusions, if any, you deem
appropriate. You are to give this evidence only such weight as
you consider it deserves. However, the Court advises you that
none of the Defendants are on trial for any actions occurring
before June 17, 1972.
As I told you earlier, the conspiracy statute,~ or the
law, in other words, makes it a crime to agree to commit any
offense against the United States or to agree to defraud the
United States or any agency of the United States.
Under the first part of the conspiracy statute, .that
is, agreement to commit an offense, the Government has charged
in Count One that it is part of the conspiracy that the alleged
conspirators would corruptly influence, obstruct and impede and
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corruptly endeavor to influence, obstruct and impede, the due
administration of justice in connection with the Watergate
investigation and in connection with the trial of the original
Watergate defendants, for the purpose of concealing and causing
to be concealed the identities of persons who knew:or were
responsible for the activities which were the subject of the
investigation and trial, or other illegal activities.
I will explain in more detail what is meant by
obstruction of justice when I come to Count Two. For the
moment, let me say that the law prohibits any corrupt endeavor
to influence, obstruct or impede the due administrat±on of
justice. Accordingly, any agreement to do so violates the
conspiracy statute I read to you earlier, even if the agreement
does not ultimately succeed.
Also under this first part of the conspiracy statute
Count One charges aspart of the conspiracy that the c0nspirato]
would knowingly make and cause to be made f&ise statements to
the FBI and false material statements and declarations under
oath in proceedings before and ancillary to a Federal Grand Jur’
for the purposes of concealing the matters I referred to a
moment ago.
Title 18 of the United States Code, Section 1001 makes
it a crime for any person knowingly and wilfully to make a false
fictitious or fraudulent statement in any matter within the
jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States.
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Section 1623 of Title 18 Of the United States Code
makes it a crime for a person to knowingly make a material
false declaration under oath in any proceeding before a court
or grand jury of the United States. Accordingly, if you are
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that two or more persons
agreed to commit any such offense, whether or not they actually
did ever commit the offense, you may find that an illegal
conspiracy was formed if all the other elements I described
earlier have also been established.
Now the second part of the conspiracy statute concern~
agreements to defraud the United States or any agency of the
Government. The Government charges in Count One that th~ese
Defendants also conspired to defraud the United States in three
ways: First, by attempting to induce the CIA to provide
financial assistance to the Watergate defendants; second, by
attempting to get the CIA to interfere with the Watergate
investigation being conducted by the FBI; third, by obtaining
and attempting to obtain information concerning the investigatio
from the FBI and the Department of Justice.
Now, what is meant by "defrauding the United States?"
Very simply, it means to deprive the Government of its
right to have the officials of its departments and agencies
transact their official business honestly and impartially, free
from corruption, fraud, improper and undue influence, dishonesty
and obstruction.
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TO act with "intent to defraud" means to act wilfull~
and with the specific intent to deceive or cheat. The evidence
in the case need not establish that the United States was
actually defrauded, but only that the accused acted with the
"intent to defraud."
Now you may find a conspiracy to defraud the United
States existed if you find beyond a reasonable doubt that there
was an agreement to do any of the aforementioned things.
Now to summarize.regarding the First Count, in order
to find any Defendant guilty on Count One, you must be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the evidence establishes
each of the following facts: First, that there was an. agreement to obstruct justice, or to make false statements to a
Government agency, or to make false declarations, or to defraud
the United States in connection with the Watergate investigatior
or the original Watergate trial; second, that a Defendant knowingly and wilfully became a party to that same conspiratorial
agreement and intended to achieve at least one of its purposes;
and, finally, that one of the Defendants or other member of the
conspiracy performed some overt act during the life of the
agreement in order to accomplish any of its purposes.
So much for Count One.
Count Two charges all of the Defendants except
Mr. Mardian with actually carrying out the agreement to obstruct
justice which is charged in Count One.
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Section 1503 of Title 18 of the United States Code
makes the obstruction of justice a crime. That statute, or law
in other words, reads in pertinent part as follows:
Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force
influences, obstructs, or impedes or endeavors
to influence, obstruct, or impede the due
administration of justice, shall be guilty of an
offense against the laws of the United States.
Count Two charges, in substance, that the Defendants
Messrs. Mitchell, Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Parkinson, as well a~
other alleged conspirators, not Defendants here or conspirators
either one, corruptly endeavored to influence, obstruct, and
impede the due administration of justice in connection with an
investigation being conducted by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the United States Attorney’s office for the
District of Columbia,. in conjunction with a Grand Jury of the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia, and
in connection with the trial of the original Watergate defendan~
by making cash payments and offers of other benefits to and for
the benefit of the defendants in that trial, and to others, for
the purpose of concealing and causing to be concealed the
identities of the persons who were responsible for, participated
in, and had knowledge of the activities which were the subject
of the investigation and trial, and by other means.

4)

Before you may find a Defendant guilty of the crime
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of endeavoring to obstruct justice, you must be satisfied that
the Government has proved each of the following elements beyond
a reasonable doubt:
First, there must have been an endeavor by that
Defendant;
Second, the purpose and object of the endeavor was
to obstruct, influence, or impede the due administration of
justice;
And third, the Defendant must have endeavored
corruptly to obstruct justice.
Now the key word in the first element is "endeavor"
which, as used here, means any effort or any act,. however contrived, the purpose of which is to obstruct, impede or interfere
with the due administration of justice.
I want to emphasize that the success or failure of an
alleged corrupt endeavor is not material, and is not an element
of the offense. Whether or not a Defendant succeeded in obstru¢
ing justice is irrelevant. The statute, or the law, in other
words, makes only the corrupt obstruction a crime. It makes a
corrupt endeavor a crime as well.
With respect to the second element which the Government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt, the phrase "to
obstruct, influence or impede" means to interfere with or
prevent the "due administration of justice." Due administration
of justice, as used in the statute, refers to the fair, impartia
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uncorrupted and unimpeded consideration of any matter, civil or
criminal, pending in the courts of the United States. It
includes every step in a pending case, and, of course, extends
from the Grand Jury investigation, through pre-trial procedures
to a prospective trial. ~
To convict a Defendant, you must find he endeavored
to impede or obstruct the Watergate inves£igation or the trial
of the original Watergate defendants.
I have already instructed you on what we mean when we
use the words, "specific intent," "knowingly," and "wilfully."
These words center on the purpose an individual has when he doe~
something, that is, his intent, his will. Specific intent is ar
important element of the crime charged in Count Two. To convict
any Defendant charged in Count Two, you must find, in addition
to the other elements, that he had the specific intent to
obstruct, impair, orimpede the due administration of justice
and that his endeavor was not accidental or inadvertent. You
will also remember my instruction that intent may be inferred
from all the circumstances in evidence.
As regards Mr. Parkinson, remember what I told you
about the attorney-client privilege as it may concern the
element of intent.
The third essential element focuses on the word,
"corruptly."
I referred to Mr. Parkinson, I probably should have
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included Mr. Mardian, too -MR. BRESS: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Strike that then, I’m sorry. That-is not
included.
The third essential element focuses on the word,
"corruptly." The word, "corruptly", as used in this statute
simply means having an evil or improper purpose or intent.
In terms of proof, in order to convict any Defendant
of obstruction of justice, you must be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the Defendant made some effort to impede
or obstruct the Watergate investigation or the trial of the
original Watergate defendants.
If you find, for example, that a Defendant participat~
in the payment of money to the original Watergate defendants fox
the purpose of keeping them qhiet, you would be justified in
finding that a corrupt endeavor to obstruct the due administration of justice occurred.
What you must determine is the intent of the persons,
if any, who you find approved or participated in such payments.
Did they intend to help the original Watergate defendants out
of compassion, or sympathy, or did they intend that their
financial assistance would be repaid in the form of silence?
If you find that a Defendant’s intent was innocent, you must fir
him not guilty. If you find that his intent was corrupt, you
may find him guilty if you also find that the other elements
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of the offense have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
Similarly, if you find beyond a reasonable doubt
that a Defendant knowingly and wilfully approved or participate~
in some other corrupt activity, such as making offers of
leniency, clemency or other benefits, making false statements
to the FBI, making false statements under oath to the Grand
Jury, misusing the FBI or CIA, or other such activity, you may
find that Defendant guilty on Count Two if you also find beyond
a reasonable doubt that his purpose was to influence, obstruct
or impede the due administration of justice.
Let me now instruct you on the principle of aiding an4
abetting as it applies to this count of the indictment, that is
what I am about to say only applies to Count Two.
You may find a Defendant guilty of the crime charged
in the Second Count of the indictment without finding that he
personally committed each of the acts constituting the offense
or that he was personally present at the commission of the
offense. Any person who advises, incites, or connives at an
offense or aids or abets a principal offender is punishable as
a principal, that is, he is as guilty of the offense as if he
had personally committed each of the acts constituting the
offense.
Now a person aids and abets another in the commission
of a crime if he knowingly associates himself in some way with
the criminal venture w~th the intent to commit the crime,
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participates in it as something he wishes to bring about and
seeks by some action of his to make it succeed. Some conduct
by such a Defendant of an affirmative character in furtherance
of a common criminal design or purpose is necessary.
Now mere physical presence by a Defendant at the
time and place of the commission of an offense is not by itself
sufficient to establish his guilt. It is not necessary that an~
specific time or mode of committing of the offense shall have
been advised or commanded, or that it shall have been committed
in the particular way instigated or agreed upon, or is it
necessary there shall have been any direct communication betwee~
the actual perpetrator and the Defendant.
Now some comments regarding Counts Four, Five, Eleven
and Twelve. I think after I read these few pages maybe we will
take our morning recess, we will take a break and come back.
Counts Four, Five, Eleven and Twelve all charge
violations of Section 1623 of Title 18 of the United States
Code, that is, false statements before a Federal Grand Jury.
That statute, or law, in other words, reads in pertinent part:
Whoever, under oath in any proceeding before any
Court or Grand Jury of the United States knowingly
makes any false material declarations shall be guilty
of an offense against the laws of the United States.
Simply stated, false declaring is the wilful~giving
of false testimony as to a material matter before a competent
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tribunal under oath.
.The specific declarations which are alleged to be
false are set forth in the indictment. I will not read the
indictment to you, of course. I will merely note that Counts
Four and Five set forth certainstatements made by Mr. Mitchell
which the Government claims were made in violation of the law.
Counts Eleven and Twelve set forth certain statements of
Mr. Ehrlichman which are also claimed by the Government to
violate this law.
In all of the above counts you will note that the
underlined portions of the testimony constitute the allegedly
false declarations.
Before you may find a Defendantguilty of any of the
false declaring counts of this indictment, you must be satisfied that the Government has established the following essentia~
elements by proof beyond a reasonable doubt as to the particula~
count you are then considering.
First, you must find that the Defendant testified
under oath before a Federal Grand Jury. Let me instruct you
that these points have been stipulated by the Government and
Mr. Mitchell, and have been stipulated in part by the Government
and Mr. Ehrlichman. Nevertheless, you should decide for yourselves, on the basis of all the evidence, whether the first
element has been established.
The second essential element which must be proved
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beyond a reasonable doubt is that the Defendant made statements
which were false when he made them.
The third element is that the Defendant knew, at the
time he made such statements, that they were false.
Additionally, these counts also require a finding of
materiality. But this is a purely legal issue and the Court ha~
already determined that materiality has been shown, so you do
not need to concern yourself with this at all.
The second and third elements focus on two questions:
First, was any part of the testimony, given by a Defendant set
forth in the particular count of the indictment you are considering false? Second, if so, did the Defendant give any part
of that testimony knowing at the time that it was false?
With regard to the first question, that is, was any
part of the Defendant’s quoted testimony false, the Government
must establish beyond a reasonable doubt the existence of facts
which show that the Defendant’s testimony concerning those fact~
was false. In other words, the Government must establish what
maintains are the true facts.
Now, a statement is not false if it is literally true
and technically responsive. If a response was literally true
it makes no difference if it may have been incomplete, or°mis-i~
leading. A statement is literally true if it responds to a
reasonable interpretation of the question asked, and if it is
even technically or narrowly truthful. If a statement could be
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interpreted several ways, as long as one reasonable interpretation of it is literally true, you must find that the answer is
not false, and not a violation of the statute.
Now, unlike the perjury statute involved in some other
counts which I will tell you about in a moment, proof of falsit~
under this statute may be shown by any number of witnesses and
by any type of evidence. Corroboration is not an essential
element of the proof under this particular statute. However,
the standard of persuasion, that is, beyond a reasonable doubt,
is the same.
With regard to the second question, that is, did the
particular Defendant give any part of the testimony in the
indictment knowing at the time that it was false, with regard
to that some additional comments of course are necessary.
This is basically a question of intent. What was in
the Defendant’s mind? What was his purpose? As I previously
explained, an act is wilfully done if done voluntarily and
intentionally and with the specific intent to do something the
to

law forbids, and not because of mistake, inadvertence or accide
The word, "knowingly" of course means intentional.
It means the Defendant made the false statement with the knowledge that the statement was false. The word, "knowingly", is
added in order to insure that no one would be convicted who mad,
or caused to be made a statement which was false because of
misake or accident or lapse of memory, or because of any other
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innocent reason.
If you find beyond a reasonable doubt that at the
time a Defendant gave testimony before the Grand Jury, under
oath, he was aware of the fact that he was making a false statement, and if youfind that he knew and believed that his statement was false at the time he made it, then he was acting
"knowingly" and you may find that Defendant guilty on that
count.
However, if you find that the accused did not knowing]
make any false statement, you should find him not guilty on
that count.
All right, I think at this time we will take a 20or~.~25-minute recess.
(R~cessed at 10:55 a.m.)
iaher fls.
okal
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AFTER RECESS -- 11:13 a.m.

THE DEPUTY MARSHAL: Anyone wishing to leave may do
so now. No one will be permitted to leave or enter the courtroom while His Honor is charging the jury.
(Jury in the box.)
THE COURT: Counts, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine charg.
Defendants, Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Haldeman, with committing perjury before the Senate Select Committee, in violation of
Section 1621 of Title 18 of the United States Code. That
statute reads, in pertinent part, as follows:
Whoever, having taken an oath before a
competent tribunal, officer, or person, in any
case in which the law of the United States
authorizes an oath to be administered, that he
will testify truthfully and then wilfully and
contrary to such oath states any material matter
which he does not believe to be true, is guilty
of perjury.
Again, you may refer to the indictment to see the
specific testimony, given by Defendants, Mr. Mitchell and
Mr. Haldeman, which the Government claims is perjurious.
Now, the three sssential elements of the crime of
perjury which concern the jury, each of which the Government
must prove beyond a reasonable doubt, are:
First, that each one of these Defendants charged with
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a violation of this statute testified after taking an oath
authorized by a law of the United States before a competent
tribunal and that the oath was legitimately administered.
Let me stop here and note that both of the Defendants
Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Haldeman, and the Government entered into
stipulations regarding taking an oath, which was authorized by
law, before a competent tribunal. However, as I will mention
again in a minute, Mr. Haldeman is contesting the accuracy of
his testimony as it is set forth in Count Eight of the indictment. Let me now remind you that even though there are some
stipulations, you must decide for yourselves whether the first
element has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
The second essential element is that the statement
made was, in fact, false.
The third essential element is that the person did
not believe his answer to be true when. given.
Again, in these counts, the separate element of
materiality is a purely legal issue. The Court has. found and
ruled that the questions were material, so you should not concern yourselves with this matter.
As to the second element, the law requires in a case
such as this that the falsity of the testimony in questionlbe
proved by the sworn testimony of at least one witness, and that
the testimony as to falsity, given by such witness be corroborat~
by some other evidence in the case. In other words, a person
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cannot be convicted of perjury when the evidence simply consistl
of his oath against another’s; there must be some corroboration
of the testimony against him before he can be convicted. This
is one of the factors which distinguishes this perjury law from
the false declaration law which forms the basis of Counts Four,
Five, Eleven, and Twelve as I noted a while ago.
AccordinglY, if you find, with respect to any of thes~
perjury counts, namely, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine, that the
prosecution has presented~oh!y one witness who has testified
to the falsity of a Defendant’s Senate testimony, and no
independent corroborating evidence of the falsity of the
Defendant’s testimony, you must find the Defendant not guilty
on that count.
You should also remember, with regard to the second
essential element what I told you previously, that a statement
is not false if it is literally true and technically responsive
If a statement, or a reasonable interpretation of a statement,
made by a Defendant is narrowly or literally true, there can be
no violation of this statute.
Now, as I explained previously, the burden is on the
Government to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the allegedl~
perjurious testimony was, in fact, false.
The jury must note that the Defendant, Mr. Haldeman,
has challenged the accuracy of the testimony alleged in Count
Eight of the indictment to be false. So on this count of the
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indictment, the jury must also determine whether the Defendant
testified before the Senate Committee as alleged in Count Eight.
Thus, in each of these counts the Government must
prove beyond a reasonable doubt the falsity of the alleged
perjurious testimony.
Now, with regard to the third essential element, that
the Defendant did not believe his answer to be true when given,
some further comments are necessary. As I have already explain(
an act is done wilfully if done voluntarily and intentionally,
and with the specific intent to do something the law forbids;
that is to say, with bad purpose either to disobey or disregard
the law.
Now, an act is done knowingly if it is done purposely
and intentionally.
A Defendant may not be found guilty of perjury simply
because he. gives testimony which is factually incorrect. He ma~
have given incorrect testimony because of surprise, confusion,
inadvertence, honest mistake of facts, carelessness or
negligence. Also, if a Defendant believed a statement to be
true when he made it, you must find that Defendant not guilty,
even if it so happens that the statement was, in fact, false.
As has been said, you may not find a Defendant guilty
unless you find beyond a reasonable doubt that the giving of
false testimony was wilful, that he knew it was false, and that
the other elements of the offense are present.
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Finally, as to both the perjury counts and the previo~
false declaration counts, many of them charge that more than one
answer or statement was false. You should consider each answer
separately, and not permit your view of one answer to affect yor
verdict on another answer. However, if you unanimously find
that any one of the answers alleged in a particular count to be
false is in fact false, and that all of the other essential
elements are proven beyond a reasonable doubt, that Defendant
may be found, guilty on that count.
Also, you should not isolate particular questions and
answers out of the context in which they appear. And while you
should consider each answer which is alleged to be false
individually, as I just explained, nevertheless, you must cons~der all the questions and answers in the total context in whic
they were given.
Lastly, with regard to both the perjury and the false
declarations counts also, you will recall that I earlier
explained that intent cannot ordinarily be proved directly.
Thus, in determining whether a Defendant acted knowingly and
wilfully you may infer a Defendant’s intent from the surroundin~
circumstances.
At this time the Court will instruct the jury on
various abstract principles of law with which you as jurors
need to be familiar in your deliberations. Please keep these
general instructions in mind as you attempt to reach a verdict.
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First, I.want to discuss your function as it relates
to that of the Court.
The function of the Court is to conduct the trial of
the case in an orderly, fair, and efficient manner; to rule
upon questions of law arising in the course of the tria; and
to’instruct you as to the law which applies to this case.
It is your duty to accept the law as the Court states
it to you. You should consider all the instructions as a whole
You may not or should not disregard any instruction, or give
special attention to any one instruction, or question the
wisdom of any rule of law.
The function of the jury is to determine the facts.
You are the sole and exclusive judges of the facts. You alone
determine the weight, the effect, and the value of the evidence
and the credibility of the witnesses.
You should determine the facts without prejudice,
fear or favor, solely from a fair consideration of the evidence
The actions of the Court during the trial in ruling
on motions or objections by counsel; or in comments to counsel;
or in questions to witnesses; or in setting forth the law in
these instructions, are not to be taken by you as any indicatio~
of the Court’s opinion as to how you should determine the issues
of fact. If you believe the Court has expressed or intimated
any opinion as to the facts, you should disregard it. What the
verdict shall be is your sole and exclusive duty and responsibil
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If any reference by the Court or by counsel to matters of evidence does not coincide with your own recollection
of the evidence, it is your recollection which should control
during your deliberations.
Now, let me also call this to your attention.
The question of possible punishment of any Defendant
in the event of conviction is no concern of the jury and should
not enter into or influence your deliberations in any way. The
duty of imposing sentence in the event of conviction rests
exclusively upon the Court. You should weighthe evidence in
the case and determine the guilt or innocence of the Defendants
solely upon the basis of such evidence, without any consideration of the matter of punishment.
Now, let me re-emphasize some of these points. If
in these instructions, or during the trial, any rule, direction
or idea has been conveyed in varying ways, no emphasis thereon
is or was intended by me and none must be inferred by you. For
that reason, you are not to single out any certain sentence or
any individual point in the instructions and ignore the others,
but you should or are to consider all of the instructions as a
whole and to regard each in the light of all the others.
Now, you are instructed again that if the Court has
said or done anything which has suggested to you that it is
inclined to favor the claims or the positions of any of the
parties, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by any
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such suggestion. I have not expressed nor intended to express,
nor have I intimated or intended to intimate to you any opinion
as to what witnesses are or are not worthy of credence, what
facts are or are not established by the evidence, or what
inferences should be drawn from the evidence adduced.
Again, if any expression of mine has seemed to
indicate any opinion relating to any of these matters, I
instruct you to disregard it. Now, from time to time an
observant juror, and all of you have been especially observant
during the course of this very long trial, may watch a judge ant
try to determine whether he sustains the objections on one side
more than he sustains them on the other, or whether he appears
to rule more favorably toward one side or the other, and may
try from some observation method like that to get an idea of
what the judge thinks about a case. If any of you have by
chance received any impression as to how the Court feels about
this matter, I want you to dismiss that entirely from your mind
because, as I have told you more than once, you and you alone
are the" judges of the facts in this case and the credibility of
the witnesses. I would also like to point out that in all of m~
rulings on the evidence and the objections and everything that
has been before me, I have ruled as I thought the law requires
me to rule, without ever intending to favor or to intimate favor
towards one side or the other in this case.
When you were selected as jurors and as we began this
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trial you were instructed to consider only the evidence which
was introduced as the trial proceeded and to put any opinions
or anything which you had heard or read out of your mind. Your
verdict now must be based solely on the evidence which has come
before you in this trial. I am going to instruct you now on
evidence generally: What you may consider, what you should not
the weight certain evidence is entitled to receive, et cetera.
Now, you may, of course, consider only the evidence
properly admiteed in the case. Evidence includes the sworn
testimony of witnesses, exhibits admitted into evidence, facts
judicially noticed by the Court, facts and testimony stipulated
to by counsel, and depositions.
The Court may take judicial notice of public acts,
places, facts, and events which the Court regards as matters of
common knowledge. When the Court states that it takes judicial
notice of a particular fact, you may regard that fact as in the
evidence and proven.
A stipulation of fact is an agreed statement of facts
between’counsel and you may regard such stipulated facts as
undisputed evidence.
A stipulation of testimony is an agreed statement
between counsel of testimony that a witness would have given if
he had been in Court and you may regard such stipulated testimo~
as undisputed evidence that the witness would have so testified.
Now, there are two types of evidence from which you
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may find the truth as to the facts of a case, that is, direct
and circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence is the testimony
of one who asserts actual knowledge of a fact, such as an eyewitness; circumstantial evidence, however, is proof of a chain
of facts and circumstances indicating the guilt or innocence
of a defendant. The law makes no distinction between the weigh
to be given to either direct or circumstantial evidence. Nor
is a greater degree of certainty required of circumstantial
evidence than of direct evidence. You should weigh all the
evidence in the case and after weighing all the evidence, if
you are not convinced of the guilt of any or all of the
Defendants beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find him or them
not guilty.
Now, again, to illustrate the difference between
direct and circumstantial evidence, let us assume that the fact
in issue is whether Jack shot and killed Mary. If a witness
testified on the stand that he personally saw Jack shoot Mary,
we would say that we have direct evidence of that. On the
other h~nd, if a witness testified that an hour before Mary was
shot, he sold Jack the pistol which had been identified as the
murder weapon, and it was found in Jack’s possession shortly
after the murder, we would say that we have circumstantial
evidence of the fact that Jack did shoot Mary.
The statements and arguments of counsel are not evidence. They are only intended to assist you in understanding
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the evidence and the contentions of the parties.
I have already instructed you that the indictment is
not evidence and I am sure that you will remember that instruction, so I will not repeat it.
Now, if a lawyer asks a witness a question which
contains an assertion of fact you may not consider the assertio
as evidence of that fact. The lawyers’ statements, of course,
are not evidence.
It is the duty of counsel to object when the other
side offers testimony or other evidence which counsel believes
is not properly admissible.
If, during the course of the trial the Court sustains
an objection by one counsel to a question asked by the other
counsel, you are to disregard the question and you must not
speculate as to what the answer would have been.
If, after a question was asked and an answer given by
the witness, the Court ruled that the answer should be stricken
from the record, you are to disregard both the question and the
answer "in your deliberations.
Likewise, exhibits to which the Court has sustained
an objection, or which the Court has ordered stricken, of cours,
are not evidence and you must not consider them.
The evidence in the case is what comes from the lips
of the witnesses plus any exhibits that might have been offered
and received in evidence. You are to base your verdict, of
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course, in this case solely upon the testimony which you belier
to.be true. Of course, you are permitted to draw from the
facts which you find to have been proved such reasonable
inferences as you feel are justified in the light of experienc~
Now, in determining whether the Government has
established the charge against the Defendant beyond a reasonab3
doubt, you must consider and weigh the testimony of all the
witnesses who have appeared before you. You are the sole judg~
of the credibility of the witnesses. In other words, you alone
are to determine whether to believe any witness and the extent
to which any witness should be believed. If there is ny conflict in the testimony, it is your function to resolve the conflict and to determine where the truth lies.
In reaching a conclusion as to the credibility of any
witness, and in weighing the testimony of any witness, yourmay
consider any matter that may have a bearing on the subject.
You may consider the demeanor and the behavior of the witness
on the witness stand; the witness’ manner of testifying;
whethe~ the witness impresses you as a truthful individual;
whether the witness impresses you as having an accurate memory
and recollection; whether the witness has any motive for not
telling the truth; whether the witness had full opportunity to
observe the matters concerning which he has testified; whether
the witness has any interest in the outcome of this case, or
friendship or animosity toward other persons concerned with thi~
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case.
You may consider the reasonableness or unreasonableness, the probability or improbability, of the testimony of a
witness in determining whether to accept it as true and accurat
You may consider whether he has been contradicted or corrobora~
by other credible evidence.
If you believe that any witness has shown himself to
be biased or prejudiced, for or against either side in this
trial, you may consider and determine whether such bias or prejudice has colored the testimony of such witness so as to
affect the desire and capability of that witness to tell the
truth.
You should give the testimony of each witness such
weight as in your judgment it is fairly entitled to receive.
If you believe that any witness has wilfully testifie~
falsely with respect to any material fact about which the witness could not reasonably be mistaken, then you may, if you deel
fit to do so, disregard all or any part of the testimony of
that w~tness, or you may accept such portion of his testimony
as you find worthy of belief.
Now, the weight of the evidence is not necessarily
determined by the number of witnesses testifying on either side
You should consider all the facts and circumstances in evidence
to determine which of the witnesses are worthy of greater
credence. You may find that the testimony of a smaller number
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of witnesses on one side is more credible than the testimony of
a. greater number of Witnesses on the other side.
Now, accomplices in the commission of a crime are
competent witnesses and the Government has a right to use them
as witnesses. An accomplice is anyone who knowingly and
voluntarily cooperates with, aids~ assists, advises, or
encourages another in the commission of a crime, regardless of
his degree of participation.
The testimony of an alleged accomplice should be
received with caution and scrutinized with care. You should
give it such weight as in your judgment ±t is fairly entitled
to receive. You may convict a person accused of crime upon the
uncorroborated testimony of an alleged accomplice only if you
believe that the testimony of the accomplice proves the guilt
of that Defendant beyond a reasonable doubt.
Now, the testimony of an admitted or convicted
perjurer should be received with caution and scrutinized with
care.
An FBI agent’s testimony should be considered by you
just as any other evidence in the case and in evaluating his
credibility you should use the same guidelines which you apply
to the testimony of any witness. In no event should you give
greater or lesser credence to the testimony of any witness
merely because he is an FBI agent.
A Defendant has a right to become a witness in his owl
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behalf. His testimony should not be disbelieved merely because
he is the Defendant. You should give his testimony such weight
as in your judgment it is fairly entitled to receive.
Now, false or inconsistent statements by a Defendant
in explanation or defense, after a crime has been committed,
do not create a presumption of. guilt. You may consider evidenc
of such false or inconsistent statements, however, as tending t
prove a Defendant’s consciousness of guilt. You are not requir.
to do so. You should consider and weigh evidence of false or
inconsistent statements by a Defendant in connection with all
the other evidence in the case and give it such weight as in
your judgment it is fairly entitled to receive.
Now, certain Defendants have introduced evidence of
their good reputation in their communities. Such evidence may
indicate to you that it is improbable that a person of good
character would commit the crime charged. Therefore, you
should consider this evidence along with all the other evidence
in the case in determining the guilt or innocence of such
Defendants.
The circumstances of a case may be such that evidence
of good character may alone create a reasonable doubt of a
Defendant’s guilt, although without it the other evidence would
be convincing. Notwithstanding evidence of good character and
reputation, however, you may convict the Defendant if, after
weighing all the evidence, including the evidence of good
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character, you are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the
Defendant is guilty of the crime charged.
Now, an attempt to suppress or to fabricate evidence
5y a Defendant, after a crime has been committed, does not
create a presumption of guilt. You may consider evidence of
such an attempt, however, as tending to prove the Defendant’s
consciousness of guilt. You are not required to do so. You
should consider and weigh evidence of such an attempt by the
Defendant in connection with all of the other evidence in the
case and. give it such weight as in your judgment it is fairly
entitled to receive.
Now, a voluntary confession or admission.constitutes
evidence only against the Defendant making it. It is not evidence against any other Defendant. You must not consider it
in any way in determining the guilt or innocence of any other
Defendant.
The testimony of a witness may be discredited or
impeached by showing that he has previously made statements
which ~re inconsistent with his present testimony. The prior
statement is admitted into evidence solely for your considerati(
in evaluating the credibility of the witness. Should you find
the prior statement to be inconsistent, you may consider such
statement only in connection with your evaluation of the
credence to be given to the witness’ present testimony in Court.
You must not consider the prior statement as establishing the
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truth of any fact contained in that statement.
The testimony of a witness may be rehabilitated or
supported by showing that he has previously made statements
which are consistent with his present testimony. The pr~0ri~
statement is admitted into evidence solely for your consideration in evaluating the credibility of the witness. Should you
find the prior statement to be consistent, you may consider
such statement only in connection with your evaluation of the
credence to be given to the witness’ present testimony in Court
You must not consider the prior statement as establishing the
truth of any fact contained in that statement.
Now, the testimony of a witness may be discredited
or impeached by showing that he has been convicted of a crime.
A witness~ prior criminal conviction is admitted into evidence
soley for your consideration in evaluating his credibility as a
witness. You may consider his prior conviction only in connection with your evaluation of the credence to be given the witne~
present testimony in Court.
You must, of course, weigh the testimony of all of
the witnesses who testified before you and all of the circumstances concerning which testimony has been introduced. A substantial number of witness were mentioned to you at the time of
jury selection, and you may realize now that a number of those
witnesses did not appear. Now, this often happens in the course
of a trial, as the witness lists change depending on development
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in the case. You should not draw any inference against any
party because a particular prospective witness may not have
appeared and, of course, your concern in weighing the testimony
must be solely with the testimony of the witnesses who have
appeared before you.
Now, having in mind my instructions concerning
evidence, and having in mind the evidence that has been presented to you during the trial, let me instruct you with regard
to certain other general principles of law.
Every defendant in a criminal Ca~e!is presumed to be
innocent. This presumption of innocence remains.with each
Defendant throughout the trial unless and until he ~s proven
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. The burden is on the Government to prove each Defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
This bruden of proof never shifts throughout the trial. The
law does not require a Defendant to prove his innocence or to
produce any evidence. Unless the Government proves beyond a
reasonable doubt that a Defendant has committed every element
of the "offense with which he is charged, you must find him not
guilty.
Now, reasonaDle doubt, as the name implies, is a douD~
based on reason, a doubt for which you can give a reason. It is
such a doubt as would cause a juror, after careful and candid
and impartial consideration of all the evidence, to De so
undecided that he or she cannot say that they have an abiding
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conviction of the Defendant’s guilt. It is such a doubt as
would cause a reasonable person to hesitate or pause in the
graver or more important transactions of life. However, it is
not a fanciful doubt nor a whimsical doubt, nor a doubt based~
on conjecture. It is a doubt which is based on reason. The
Government is not required to establish guilt beyond all doubt
or to a mathematical certainty or a scientific certainty. The
Government’s burden is to establish guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt.
I have already explained in detail what specific
intent means. However, let me remind you that you~should
consider all of the circumstances in evidence that you deem
relevant in determining whether the Government has proved beyond .a reasonable doubt that a Defendant acted with the require,
specific intent.
Now, you should give separate consideration and rende]
separate verdicts with respect to each Defendant, as to each
count. Each Defendant is entitled to have his guilt or innocen(
e
as to 4ach of the crimes charged determined from his own conduct and from the evidence which applies to him, as if he were
being tried alone.
The guilt or innocence of any one Defendant of any of
the crimes charged should not control or influence your verdict~
respecting the other Defendants. You may find any one or more
of the Defendants guilty or not guilty. Now, at any time durinc
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your deliberations you may return your verdict of guilty or not
guilty with respect to any Defendant on any count.
Now, certain evidence was admitted only with respect
to a particular Defendant, and not against any other Defendant.
You may consider such testimony only with respect to the
Defendant against whom it was offered. You must not consider
it in any way in your deliberations with respect to any other
Defendant.
Now, while I am sure you understand the importance of
this case, both for the Defendants and for the Government,
I want to emphasize one thing: Neither the pardon of former
President Nixon nor any other cases or extraneous matters shoul~
have any effect on your deliberations or your verdict. The
Defendants and the Government are entitled to have this case
decided solely on the evidence presented here in Court and on
the law as I have given it to you.
N~w, let me give yQu some final instructions related
to your deliberations in the jury room.
If it becomes necessary during your deliberations to
communicate with the Court, you may send a note by the Marshal
signed by your foreman or by one of your members of the jury.
No member of the jury should ever attempt to communicate with
the Court by any means other than a signed writing; and the
Court will never communicate with any member of the jury on any
subject touching the merits of the case, otherwise than in

¯
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writing, or orally here in open Court.
Bear in mind also that you are never to reveal to
any person, not even to me, the Court, how the jury stands
numerically or otherwise on the question of the guilt or
innocence of the accused until after you have reached a
unanimous verdict.
To add to that, please do not say, for example, if ~
ybu should send me a note that you would like some certain
instruction reread or some exhibits, thfngs like that, that
frequently happens, especially in a long case. Please do not
say in that note or indicate in that note, for example, that th~
jury stands ten to two, or eight to four, or however you might
stand either for a verdict of guilty or not guilty~ The Court
will not be interested in hbw the jury stands in its vote. If
that happened and unless our judges told our jurors this they
would not be expected to know this, I might have to declare a
mistrial.

This is one of the reasons we judges tell these

things to jurors who do not recognize the technic&lities of law
sometimes. All right.
It is your duty as jurors to consult with one another
and to deliberate with a view to reaching an agreement, if you
can do so without violence~to your individual judgment. To eac~
of you I would say that you must decide the case for yourself
but you should do so only after discussing it with your fellow
jurors, and you should not hesitate to change an opinion when
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convinced that it is erroneous. You should not be influenced
to vote in any way on any question submitted to you by the
single fact that a majority of the jurors or any of them favor
a particular decision or hold an opinion at variance with your
own. In other words, you should not surrender your honest convictions concerning the effect or weight of evidence for the
mere purpose of returning a verdict or solely because of the
opinion of the other jurors. Your verdict, of course, must be
unanimous as to each Defendant and with respect to each count
in which he may be charged with an offense.
The attitude and the conduct of jurors at the outset
of their deliberations are matters of considerable importance.
It is not discreet for a juror, upon entering the jury room to
voice an emphatic expression of his own opinion or her own
opinion, or to announce his or her determination to stand for a
certain verdict. When one does that at the outset, his sense
of pride may cause him to hesitate to abandon an announced
position if and when shown that it is wrong. Remember that you
are not partisans or advocates in this matter, but you are
judges of the truth.
The final test of the quality of your service will
lie in the verdict which you return to the courtroom and not in
the opinions any of you may hold before agreement on a verdict.
Bear in mind that you will make a valuable contribution to
efficient judicial administration if you arrive at a just and
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proper verdict in this case. To that end, the Court reminds
you that in your del~berations in the jury room, there can be
no triumph of anything other than the ascertainment and
declaration of the truth regarding the issues submitted for
your consideration and determination. You must weigh and consider this case without regard to sympathy, prejudice or
passion for or against any party to the action.
In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, as
.you know, this is the case of the United States of America
against these Defendants. This is not the case of the victims
of alleged crimes against these Defendants. T~is case is not
brought for the purpose of revenge or for any other such purpose.
Now, I am sure you realize that under our law the
Defendants are entitled to a fair and impartial trial before a
jury of their peers -- and you are that jury -- they are
entitled to the same impartial and fair trial which you would
expect if yOU were accused of a crime.
On the other hand, the Government of the United State~
-- and by this I mean the people of our society -- are also
entitled to the same fair and impartial consideration of the
evidence as must be received by these Defendants. You must ther
approach this matter objectively.
As I indicated before, the object of this trial is
to ascertain the truth about the issues that have been submitted
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for your consideration and determination. And how do you
arrive at the truth? You do it by using your good common sense
objectively and without passion, bias, prejudice, sympathy or
emotion, remembering at all times that you are under oath to
give all parties to this case a fair and impartial trial. You
must respect these oaths, as I know you will, and decide the
facts in this case fearlessly, calmly, dispassionately, and
without sympathy or bias for or against any party.
In the final analysis, the purpose of this trial and
the reason for all of us being here can be summed up in°~a~very
few words, you are searching for the truth regarding the issues
submitted for your consideration and determination. Your duty
is to ascertain what the truth is regarding these issues. Now,
this may be found only from the testimony and evidence in the
case as judged by you through your good judgment and common
sense.
When you have considered and evaluated the evidence
and if you believe the Government has established the charge
or chagges against each of the Defendants beyond a reasonable
doubt, of course, you must do your duty and return a verdict of
guilty against that Defendant or Defendants.
On the other hand, if you do not believe that the
Government has established its case beyond a reasonable doubt
as to a particular Defendant, then you must find that Defendant
or Defendants not guilty.
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NOW, to sum up, ladies and gentlemen, each and every
one of us has a solemn duty to perform. I have such a duty,
as do counsel for the Defendants and for the Government, and
that is to see that justice prevails for the Defendants and for
the Government. Now, when you return your verdict to this
courtroom, please, let it be a verdict that will fulfill your
duty and let it be a verdict that will do justice to your oaths
and consciousness as jurors.
Now, as I told you, whatever your verdict is as to
any or all Defendants it must be the unanimous verdict of all
twelve jurors.
Before we proceed to another matter and in order to
assist the jury, the Court is going to send to the jury room an
original and several copies which you can use as work sheets
known as the form of verdict. You will notice -- I am taking
the original now and going through it here -- there are five
forms of verdict, one for each Defendant.
Taking the Defendant listed first, the title of the
Court ~s on the top of the page, United States of America again~
each one of theseDefendants, Criminal No. 74-110.
Now, form of verdict, Page I, which would be
Mr. Mitchell’s form of verdict. As to the Defendant John N.
Mitchell. Now, if it is the unanimous verdict of all twelve
jurors after taking into consideration the various things I hav~
indicated during the charge, if the unanimous ~erdict as to
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Mr. Mitchell under Count One is not guilty, then it will only
be necessary for the foreman or forelady to write in or insert
the words on the line provided therefor under Count One not
guilty. And that would be the verdict of the jury, the unanimo
LS
verdict. However, if under Count One as to Mr. Mitchell the
unanimous verdict is guilty, there is a line to the right of
the not guilty line with typed words and all you will have to
do is have the foreman or forelady insert the word guilty.
You have a choice of one verdict. Obviously, it can’t be both
not guilty and guilty. So you have a choice of either verdict
on each count. Now, there are five counts listed as to
Mr.. Mitchell, Counts One, Two, Four, Five and Six, and underneath each count you will see the words typed under one line
not guilty and under the other line guilty. And that holds
true through all of the rest of the Defendants. There is a
form of verdict on each Defendant and, as I said, whatever your
verdict is as to each Defendant it must be unanimous, a unanimo~
verdict of not guilty or guilty as to each count of the indictment,~ in which he is charged.
I don’t think it is necessary to go through the
whole five pages. It is very simple. And then the foreman or
forelady will sign the verdict and then date it. You will then
inform the Marshal that you are ready to return your verdict
and I suggest that you use two or three other copies as work
sheets and when you finally arrive at your proper verdict you
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will finalize the original copy which will be on top.
Now, before we submit the case to the jury let me
call counsel to the bench, please.
(AT THE BENCH:}
THE COURT: Let me take the first one, Mr. Hundleyo
I am going to ask each one of you¯ these questions.
Mr. Hundley, do you have any objections to any part
of the Court’s charge other than those you have already made
and are a matter of record?
MR. HUNDLEY: Just these, Your Honor. I would object
to the very last portion of your charge. I would also object
to where Your Honor indicated that several of the Defendants
have called character witnesses. Actually, they all called
character witnesses.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. HUNDLEY: And in addition to that I would rely
on the written objections.
THE COURT: Do you have any requests for further
instructions other than what you have already requested and are
a matter of record?
MR. HUNDLEY: No.
THE COURT: Are you satisfied then with the charge as
a whole other than your objections?
MR. HUNDLEY: Except for the objections.
THE COURT: I will ask the next counsel the questions.
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Do you have any objection to any part of the Court’s
charge?
MR. STRICKLER: Yes, I do, Your Honor. We had two
portions of the charge, one was the prepared text and the other
was the remarks which preceded that.
In the remarks that preceded the prepared text, the
Court stated that it was the jury’s duty to speak the truth
about the rights, responsibilities -THE COURT: I said the issues in the case. It is
their duty to speak the truth, as I remember it, regarding the
issues in the case.
MR. STR~CKLER: The language that I wrote down was
pertaining to the rights, responsibilities and obligations of
the Defendants, and we don’t believe that the portion of the
instruction was accurate and that it is only the jury’s duty
to pass on the guilt or not guilt of the Defendants.
THE COURT: Is that the only objection?
MR. STRICKLER: No, I have several more.
Several times in the charge and both in the prepared
part and the part that preceded the prepared part the words
guilty and innocent were referred to by the Court and I believe
that the Defendants are presumed to be innocent until found
guilty, and that this using of the expression guilt or innocence
overrides that presumption.
THE COURT: That is your opinion?
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MR. STRICKLER: Yes, Your Honor, I su~mit that it is
Now, Counts Three to Ten the jury was instructed wer,
dismissed. I believe that this might cause the jury to believe
that there was some validity to the retention of the remaining
counts. I don’t know -T~E COURT: I think I explained that to the jury.
MR. STRICKLER: I submit there is a chance that the
jury will believe that there is validity to the remaining count~
and if that could be corrected, I would suggest that it be don(
and I would suggest that it could be corrected by the Court
telling the jury that the false declarations alleged in those
Counts Three and Ten did not constitute a crime.
Then, when we go on these false declarations to the
FBI the Court said that they could be considered as evidence,
however, with respect to Count One or Count Two. Now, obviousl
if it is not a crime and the counts had to be dismissed it coul
not be an obstruction of justice under Count Two. So taking
this could be evidence under Count Two I believe is error.
Now, if I could move on just to the prepared text
part, and the Court has-indicated that our prior proposals and
objections we don’t have to restate those -THE COURT: They are matters of record.
MR. STRrCKLER: I will not restate them but I would
emphasize on the specific intent and definitions of a conspiracy,
I believe our proposal should have been given verbatim or more
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in substance.
THE COURT:

Other than what you have just stated, do

you have any further objections or requests other than what
might be a matter of record?
MR. STRICKLER: No.
THE COURT: I will ask the same question, other than
what you have stated, are you satisfied with the charge as a
whole?
MR. STRICKLER: Other than what I have stated.
THE COURT: The next one is Mr. Hall. Do you have
any objection to any part of the Court’s instructions?
MR. HALL: Yes, sir, I do.
THE COURT: Would you state them.
MR. HALL: If the Court please, I believe the sequence
of the instructions preserving the instruction on reasonable
doubt to the last thing is prejudicial and the jury -THE COURT: What is that?
MR, HALL: The term reasonable doubt until the end of
the charge leaves the jury in a quandry as to what is meant by
reasonable doubt as they hear the elements of the offense all
the way through.
In addition, Your Honor, I noted there were some
comments made by you after the prepared charge was done at the
end emphasizing to the jury that they are to do the fair and
proper thing.
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THE COURT: I have said that many times in my charge
along those lines and it has been reviewed by the Court of
Appeals.
MR. HALL:~ I think the Court’s demeanor in giving the
charge as you were stating the charge, the volume of your speecl
and the strength of your tone when you ~iked about fairness to
the Government increased so significantly as to perhaps convey
to the jury that perhaps fairness might militate in favor of
the Government in this case. At least that is the way I felt
when I was listening to it.
THE COURT: Luckily you are not on the jury.
MR. NEAL: Your Honor, can we put our opinions on the
record with respect to his remarks, which we disagree with his
statement on that?
THE COURT: I did not by the inflection of my voice,
in my opinion, favor one side or the other. I read it in the
way it should have been read, in my opinion. I might say that
same conclusion I have used many times. I don’t have to tell
you otker than abstract principles of law what I am going to
say to the jury when I charge a jury.
MR. HALL: I think it would be appropriate at this
point to advise the jury that you didn’t mean to favor one side
or the other.
THE COURT:
MR. HALL:

I don’t think I did it. Let’s proceed.
With respect to Count Ten, the count that
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was dismissed, what we are saying is that the Government is
getting to do indirectly what they could not do directly to
prove a false statement and they are getting the benefit of the
statement.
If the Court please, I think that the probable versus
improbable explanation on Page 13, what is probable and improba~
versus reasonable doubt would require further clarification, it
is confusing. I think that on the pre-June 17, 1972 instructions, where you considered that, I believe the instruction
should be limited to be considered only as to the question of
motive, the question of intent and state of mind has to be
gleaned from June 17 and post type situations. The Court
referred.in the actual instruction to 18 U. S.C. Section i000.
Of course, that was stricken and should not have been in. On
Page 19 Of the charge there is reference to fraud to the United
States.

I believe it is confusing to the obstruction of justic~
Another point that can be cleared up is on Page 19 of

your instructions, the instruction reads any Defendant is guilt~
and it "refers to, I think it allows the jury to find all
Defendants guilty if one is guilty ifl..you read the language in
there.
THE COURT: That is your interpretation?
MR. HALL: Yes, sir, that is why I am making the
objection.
Also there should have been a reference in Count One
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to hush money. I think the Court could reinstruct saying the
same motive with humanitarian purposes be equally defensible to.
Count One as to Count Two. And Count Two the Court said evil
or improper intent. It was an imprecise term and should not
have been there.
Also in terms of the words the Court used was the
term standard of persuasion with respect to per~ury under
Section 1623, and I think that may be difficult to understand
in terms of burden of proof throughout the charge. There is th~
term burden of proof and then we got into persuasion.
With those objections together with the objections
previously made, we stand on the charge.
THE COURT: Other than what you have just stated, do
you have any requests for further instructions other than what
have been made and ruled on by the Court?
MR. HALL:

No, sir.

THE COURT:

Are you satisfied other than what you

have stated with the charge as a whole?
MR. HALL: Your Honor, we made a number of objections
and we stand on them.
MR. STRICKLER: Your Honor, before you move on, may
I state one more objection? I didn’t confer with Mr. Fisher
and when I had an opportunity to he said he believes the charge
would incline the jury to believe that they must return a
vefdict.
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THE COURT: Who said that?
MR. STRICKLER: Mr. Fisher, my colleague, and
Section 2.1 of the Standard Instructions -- he thinks it is
capable of that interpretation.
THE COURT: Who is Mr. Fisher?
MR. STRICKLER: He is standing right here, Your Honor
THE COURT: I don’t think so. I think the jury
realizes they don’t have to return a verdict. I don’t know how
many different ways I have told them. I think the standard
instructions which I followed practically to the letter -- you
know, I could have left in the Defendants. I took that out.
MR. STRICKLER: I saw some omissions, Your Honor, and
I would not object to them.
THE COURT: Now, Mr. Mardian, I guess. Do you have
any objection-~to any part of the Court’s instructions, Mr. Bres~
other than the ones you have already made and are a matter of
record?
MR. BRESS: In addition to the supplemental one made
by Mr. Green this morning my only concern with the charge is
that I do not think that the jury fully understands, notwithstanding that they are told that Mr. Mardian is charged in only
one count, that there has been no cha~ge placed against him for
obstruction of justice as was placed against all the other
Defendants.
THE COURT: If they don’t know by now after three
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months, Mr. Bress, I don’t think I will insult their intelligen¢
by telling them. Here is the form of verdict right here as
plain as the nose on your face. It only shows what counts?
MR. BRESS:

Is there a form as to Mr. Mardian?

THE COURT:

Yes.

MR. BRESS: May I see that form, please?
THE COURT: Here you are, Mr. Mardian charged in
Count One not guilty or guilty.
MR. BRESS: I think that it is warranted to tell the
jury that it is unusual to find a situation where a man is
charged with conspiring to commit a crime and not involved in
the crime, in the basic crime itself, whereas all other
Defendants in the case are charged with a substantive offense.
THE COURT:

Well, I will deny that.

MR. BRESS:

Very well.

THE COURT:

That is the. only request you have got?

MR. BRESS:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Other than the objections you made and
the reqhests, are you satisfied? Do you have any other objections?
All right.

I can’t satisfy everybody.

MR. BRESS:

No other objections.

THE COURT:

Mr. Stein, do you object to any part of

the instructions?
MR. STEIN:

Your Honor, I would ask the Court to give
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the following instruction in light of Mour Honor’s final remark~
The issue of proof in this trial is whether the Government
giving due consideration to the presumption of innocence has
proved the Defendants guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. If the
Government has not, a true verdict in this case is not guilty.
THE COURT: I don’t agree with you. I think it would
just confuse them. I think I have in chronological order told
them what they can find and can’t find.
MR. STEIN:

Apart from that, Your Honor, I have no

other comments.
THE COURT:

Do you have any r@quest for further

instructions?
MR. STEIN:

None other than is a matter of record.

MR. BRESS: Your Honor, I just wanted to join in this
last one.

I found a sense of the instruction not having read

it before and listening to it today, frankly, I found a sense
that the jury was told that the issue in this case is truth.
THE COURT: Regarding the issue that had been considered for their determination. I qualified it.
MR. BRESS: Today you qualified it more than you had
previously in some earlier days.
THE COURT: There was objection to it. That is the
reason I did.
MR. BRESS:

I do not think that the issue in this

case is whether or not truth on the issuesinvolved --
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THE COURT: What are they supposed to do?
MR. BRESS: I think they are supposed to return a
verdict saying that we the jury find that Defendant A is found
by us to be guilty beyond a reasonable doubt on the issues
presented to us. That is their problem.
THE COURT: %[hat is the difference? I don’t want to
argue with you. You have got it on the record.
MR. HALL: We join in Mr. Stein’s objection, Your
Honor.
THE COURT: I will ask the Government the same question. Do you object to any part of the Court’s charge other
than the objections you made already?
MR. NEAL: Your Honor, we only have one observation
and we are not, of course, certain that this is necessary but
the observation is this, and I think it is my fault that I
didn’t pick this possibility up.
The Court has ruled that as a matter of law, 1001 can
not be applied to a false statement made to the FBI under the
circumstances of this case. It is possible that the jury could
possibly come back and find under Connts One and Two that this
was the object of the conspiracy, that is to make a false state.
ment to the FBI. If that could be arguably a part or the
basis of their verdict then we might suggest the Court to make
this statement.
THE COURT: Why don’t you write it out?
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MR. NEAL: I have got it written out. It would be
this way, and I can make it legible. While you may consider
-- this is in regard to Counts One and~Two --~while you may
consider any false statement to the FBI, if you find such state
ment was made by Mr. Mitchell or Mr. Ehrlichman, you should not
base any verdict of. guilty of Counts One or Two solely on the
basis of such statement, if any.
MR. HUNDLEY: Your Honor, I believe you said that in
substance and when you finished up on that count Your Honor
specifically told the jury that even though you had taken those
counts away from them they could use the evidence on Counts
One and Two. I think it would re-emphasize. I think you have
already covered it, Your Honor, and that this would re-empahsiz~
it unnecessarily.
MR. HALL: I also object. I think the problem is
there.

I think the problem is there. I agree with Mr. Neal.

I think there is a very serious possibility that the jury could
find guilt as to Counts One or Two.
THE COURT: Suppose they say, well, that these men
as part of their motive did tell falsehoods to the FBI? It
doesn’t have to be in connection with i001 because it is dismissed. They could find that as part of the whole picture.
I told them that.
MR. HALL: These are not the only false statements to
the FBI in this case, a false statement by Mr. Magruder --
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THE COURT:

I don’t think we can argue the whole case

up here.
MR. HALL: I think your charge with respect to any
statements made to the FBI by Mr. Mitchell or Mr. Ehrlichman -MR. FRATES: You covered that.
THE COURT: I covered that.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: As long as Mr. Mitchell’s counsel
and Mr. Ehrlichman’s counsel don’t wish

t6 give that charge,

we have no objection.
MR. STRICKLER: May I adopt the position stated by
my good brothers up here for the defense?
THE COURT: You can take advantage of anything like
that.
MR. STRICKLER:
THE COURT:

Thank you, Your Honor.

Let me see if I have covered everything

at the bench.
The next thing I have to do is to excuse the alternat.
All right. I am going to excuse the alternates.
MR. NEAL: Is Your Honor going to let the regular
jurors go out while the alternates are here?
THE COURT: The last thing I want to do if we get a
verdict I am setting aside the,~so-called, gag order of March
i, 1974. That order will be rescinded the last thing I do if
there~is a verdict in this case. He may get a hung jury. We
don’t know what is going to happen.
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MR. BRESS: With respect to the alternates that you
are. going to excuse, I assume you will give them some instructions?
THE COURT: I will tell you what I am going to tell
them.

MR. BRESS :

I have no objection so long as they are

restricted.
THE COURT: Do you want me to read it? I am going to
admonish them what I think they should do and shouldn’t do. I
think I am all through here with the exception of the admonitiol
(fIN OPEN COURT:)
THE COURT: Now, we come down to the alternate jurors
five alternate jurors. I am sorry I can’t let you go to lunch
with the regular jurors today because I would have to bring
them all Back again and make another s~atement. I am sure you
understand that. But I do want to make the statement -- this
applies now to the alternate jurors. As you will appreciate,
there has been great public interest in this case.. It is a
very i~portant case for the Government and for the Defendants.
Now, when you leave this courtroom there very well
may be~people or persons who would like to have your views
about this case or ask you, for example, how you would have
voted were you a member of the regular jury. Y~m~.can’t be asked
how you voted because you are not a member of the regular jury,
but you might be asked how you would have voted if you were on
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the regular jury.
I would suggest and urge each one of the alternate
jurors strongly that if anybody wants to talk to you about
this case -- and I now make no exceptions -- that includes
members of your family, friends, business associates, employers
that includes anybody, I would just not talk to them about this
case. I am not going into any greater detail than that. Of
course, I cannot prevent you from talking with anybody about
this case if you see fit to do so. I am~going to advise the
regular jurors, theother jurors when they come in with their
verdict precisely the same way.
I personally think ~hat it degrades from the dignity
of judicial proceedings for jurors or alternate jurors to
formally discuss their feelings and impressions of a criminal
trial.
Now, the Court has already thanked each one of the
jurors for their kind cooperation and patience in this case.
The Court has already thanked all of you, as I said, for your
services. I will simply close by stating that all of the juror
have made a real contribution to the efficient administration
of justice. Thank you very much.
The twelve jurors will be in the custody of the
Marshal and go to lunch. We had better let the alternates go
in there and pick up their personal things first. We have to
keep the twelve jurors together. Therefore, I will send the
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alternates to the jury room to retrieve their personal belongings.
There is one further t~ng I should tell the jury.
I inadvertently said this while explaining to, you the law
regarding character testimony. I was just reminded of it by
one of the attorneys. It applies to all of the Defendants who
have offered character testimony. All right.
THE DEPUTY MARSHAL: Everyone remain seated in the
courtroom, please.
(The twelve regular jurors retired to the jury
room.)
THE DEPUTY MARSHAL: This Honor Court stands
recessed until return of Court.
(Recessed as noted at 12:30 p.m.)
Sokal fls.
Maher
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(The following proceedings were had in chambers
at 5:30 p.m.s)
(Appearances same as heretofore noted. Also
present John J. Wilson, Esquire and Lynn Wardell,
Law Clerk~o Judge sirica.)
THE COURT: Let me read you the question I got from
the jury. It is kind of troublesome to me as to how to handle
it. If we want to, we cango into open Court and discuss it.
This comes from the Foreman, Mr. John Hoffar.
One, John Mitchell’s testimony in this trial.
Two, Mitchell’s Grand Jury testimony on April
20th, 1973.
Three, LaRue, Dean and Magruder’s testimony
in this trial.
MR. HUNDLEY: It’s the first time I heard it, Judge,
I don’t know what to say.
THE COURT: I don’t know how long Dean testified.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: Five days on cross, three days on
direct~
THE COURT: Magruder was on the stand for a long time
Mitchell was on for a long time. Maybe just one juror wants¯it.
The way I used to handle these things, I don’t know
whether we can do it in this case, once we start this business
we have problems. I used to answer these requests in other
cases in this way: I would say I appreciate that it is hard to
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remember everything these witnesses have said and the Defendant~
and if I were to comply with your request and send you or have
read in open Court, rather, all of Mr. Mitchell’s testimony~-how many days did he take?
MR. HUNDLEY: Two days.
THE COURT: It took about two days, which might
include some bench conferences, I don’t know, it is all mixed
in there I suppose. Also, Mr. Mitchell’s Grand Jury testimony
on April 20th, 1973, I don’t know how long that is.
MR. NEAL: Most of a day.
THE COURT.: All right. Then also if I were to have
reread to!you in open Court, because I think it should be done
in open Court instead of them having the transcripts, if I were
to have read to you Mr. LaRue’s, Mr. Dean’s and Mr. Magruder’s
testimony in this trial, you will remember Dean was on the stan~
several days and Mr. LaRue was on the stand some time. And
Mr. Magruder was on the stand for some time. Now, it would tak~
days to comply with your request. We would be trying this case
all over again.
MR. NEAL:
¯ H~ COURT:

It would be close to three weeks.
Yes. Now the point is --I think the

best thing to do, the reason I.called you folks in here, my
practice is this: The jury must rely upon their own recollectiq
regarding the testimony of the case. Any exhibits offered and
received in evidence you may. get them just for the asking, but
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as to testimony that has been given on the stand in the presenc.
of the jury, if I complied with this request, assuming it was
feasiSle or possible, then some other juror might say after
hearing all this, I remember Mr. So-and-So said something about
that point before the Grand Jury. Don’t you see? Let’s call
for Mr. So-and-So’s testimony. The result would be we would
be trying this case all over again.
MR. HUNDLEY: Judge, would be inappropriate -- maybe
it is just an inaccurate note -- maybe they want a certain portion of it?
THE COURT: I will have to find out. If they want
the testimony in this trial, whichwould mean direct examinatio~
I suppose cross-examination -MR. HUNDLEY: -- Maybe they just want -THE COURT: If they could narrow it down to a partioular part of the testimony that wouldn’t take too long, i
am willing to hear any discussion about it.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: They may thinkthey can get these
transcripts by asking for them and not realizing there are a
lot of things which took place at the bench and so forth. They
have something in mind they may think they can thumb through.
MR, FRATES: Pardon me, I think that is what they
would want. My guess is, and I am just guessing, as Rick says,
they want the testimony.
MR. WILSON: Judge, correct me if you have had a
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different experience: Has it not been the uniform practice in
this District not to let transcripts go into the jury room~
THE COURT: That is my understanding.
MR. WILSON: When they identify a certain area you
bring them in and read them that area. Wouldn’t you maybe be
better off in this case to say to them the practice of the
judges in this District is not to let them have transcripts.
THE COURT: Sure.
MR. NEAL:

would think though, Your Honor, because

the jury has worked hard and it always impresses me the jury is
sometimes at a disadvantage, I would recommend, I don’t think
anybody has to be called in to do this, but it seems to me ~t
might be well to have some explanation why this just is not
feasible rather than just say it is not the rule. That would
leave the jury wondering what kind of answers are these.
THE COURT: The explanation I think is it is the
practice, number one, so far as I am concerned. It has been
my prac£ice, I remember a 22,000-page record case, an antitrus~
case w~ere they came in with the same thing and I had to tell
them in the beginning. If I started it I would have to do it
all through the trial. We would be trying it all over.
MR. FRATES:

Judge, I wonder if a note back from you

for an explanation of that note?
THE COURT: We may have one or two jurors who made
the suggestion and I told them if they want to send a note to
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me to send it through the Foreman.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: I think if Your Honor explains they
can’t have the transcripts because there is a lot of material
that should be deleted and it takes days, they would probably,
if they.have something more specific in mind, we will get a not~
back. We can see they are not reticent in communicating.
MR. NEAL: I would suggest the Court not commit itsel~
because when you get into reading testimony even if they came
back and said we want somebody’s testimony read concerning a
certain point, that is delicate, too.
MR. WILSON: That should not be developed.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: We should just give a general answex
THECOURT: ~They want too much. Mr. Mitchell would
take approximately twelve days of testimony -- let’s see,
Mitchell’s testimony in thistrial is number one, and number twc
is Mitchell’s Grand Jury testimony on April 20th, 1973. What
does that have to do with perjury? And number three, LaRue,
Dean and Magruder’s testimony in this trial. That would mean
all of "it to me.
MR.NEAL:

That would be fifteen days.

MR. BEN-VENISTE: With respect to Request No. 2,
the only portion of that testimony is the testimony that came
in as an exhibit, the indictment.
MR. HUNDLEY: It is not in ew[dence, but Neal used it
in examining.
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MR. BEN-VENISTE:. Maybe that should pointed out to
them.
I found when you turned them down they

MR. WILSON:
go on back and do it.
THE COURT:

And do the best they can. I think the

best thing to do is stick with our practice. I don’t know
whether I am quoting other judges correctly or not, I know I
have always done it practically in every case where I had these
type of requests. Sometimes we read some and if you read soand-so’s testimony another juror says, That gives me an idea,
why can’t we do it again; and the result would be we would be
trying the case all over again.
MR. WILSON: You.get into too much colloquy with the
jurors you don’t know where you wil! wind up.
THE COURT: Well, I suppose we will have to take them
into open Court. They want to goby 6:00 o’clock anyway. They
don’t want to work tonight, but will start again in the morning~
I understand.
MR. NEAL:

Judge, what is going to be the situation

on New Year’s Day?
. THE COURT:

If nobody objects to them sitting, I don’~

mind letting them deliberate on New Year’s Day.
MR. NEAL: The only question I have -- Could we go
off the record a minute?
THE COURT: Yes.
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(Discussion off the record.)
MR. STRICKLER:

We are asked about the Defendants

being around, Your Honor. Do the Defendants have to be here all
day or can they be on 25-minute call?
THE COURT: If you can get them. Suppose they come
in with a verdict. They have a place to assemble, don’t they?
MR. STRICKLER: We can have Mr. Haldeman within a half
hour.
THE COURT:

They ought to be here. So what we’ll have

to do is handle this in open Court, I guess, and let the public
in, the press, and then maybe I can get a feel from their
answers as to what is troubling them. We never send a transcrip
in to the jury room ~anyway.

always have the Reporter read it

in open Court.
MR. NEAL:

You better warn them again when they come

in, Jddge, not to say anything just to listen.
THE COURT: All right. We’ll meet in open Court.
(Whereupon, the proceedings in chambers were
concluded.)
(The following proceedings were had in open Court:)
(Appearances as heretofore noted.)
(Defendants present in the courtroom.)
THE COURT: Bring in the jury.
(Whereupon, the jury entered the courtroom.)
THE COURT: The Court has just received this note from
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the Foreman of the jury, Mr. Hoffar, which poses three question~
to the Court.
The first request is Mitchell’s testimony in this
trial. Number ~o, Mitchell’s Grand Jury testimony on April 20t
1973. And Number Three, LaRue, Dean and Magruder’s testimony
in this trial.
This is signed by John Ho~far.
Members of the jury, it has been the practice of this
Court and as far as I am aware of other Courts in this District
not to permit the jury to have a copy of the transcript of the
testimony in the jury room.
I will try to explain the reason why. I might explain
that there is a lot of information in transcripts such as bench
conferences, matters taking place out of presence of the jury,
out of your hearing, and so forth.
Now let me also tell you the problem involved here.
It has been estimated to me in chambers a few minutes ago by
counsel on both sides that if I were to grant this request, you
see I couldn’t send the transcripts to the jury room, I would ha’
to have the Reporter read it in open Court. It would take appro]
imately three weeks to read all the testimony of Mr. Mitchell
and the Grand Jury testimony of Mr. Mitchell, which incidentally
is not in evidence, it is true I think Mr. Hundley referred to
that on examination and direct examination and cross-examination
that is not in evidence, that is so far as the transcript is
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concerned.
You remember Mr. Dean was on the stand many days;
Mr. LaRue and Mr. Magruder, also. So it would be almost
impossible. We would be trying this case all over again.
Let me tell you the reason why I never grant this kind
of request, you are probably curious to know that and I have
been in some pretty long cases during the time I have practiced
law and been on the Court. We’ll say one juror gets to talking
about some witness’ testimony in the jury room and says, Let’s
send a note to the Judge and ask the Judge to let us have the
transcript of Mr. X’s testimony. If I did that and another juro
might say, Now that you read Mr. X’s testimony, I remember
Mr. Y said something about that matter, so now we are going to
send for Mr. Y’s ~testimony. And another juror might say, I am
not satisfied yet, Mr. B, we’ll say, said something about this.
So you see, the result would be we would be trying
this whole thing all over again. It would be a state of confusion, frankly.
It is difficult for the jurors, especially when you
don’t have permission to write down the testimony in longhand
and so forth, to remember everything that has been said, I will
concede that, we all know that. But as I have instructed you,
the jury mhst rely upon their own recollection of the testimony.
I wish I could comply with your request but youcould
see it would not be feasible, it would not be practical.
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AS to the exhibits that are in evidence, all you have
to do is send a note to me, they are in evidence or you want to
hear tapes played. I think we would run into problems if we
tried to send you the transcripts, they would have to be culled
out, this part would not be admissible, so I hope you will undex
stand my position and I am sure many other Judges in the country
feel the same way about it.
While I was explaining the form of verdict to the
jury, which I use in practically every case, I neglected to
finish by telling you after you have arrived at a unanimous
verdict, whether it is not guilty or guilty on any one or all
the counts, then you inform the Marshal at the door that you are
ready to report your verdict; he in turn will inform the Clerk
who will let me know that the jury is ready to return to the
courtroom with a verdict.
When you return to your jury box, you take your same
positions, my Clerk will ask the Foreman to stand and he will
ask the Foreman if the jury has arrived at a verdict and he will
undoubtedly say yes and he will have ready to hand to my Clerk
the original form of the verdict which I assume will be properly
filled out, the five forms of verdict. He will hand it to me
and I will look at it to see that it is properly filled in
according to the instructions and if I think it is, -- and it
usually is -- I will give it back to the Clerk and he will read
each form of verdict and that will be the verdict of the jury.
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I neglected to put the finishing touches on that. So
I hope you will bear with us and understand the problem.
Now,.if it should happen maybe you would like to have
read two or three pages or something that doesn’t take too much
time, but to do this job~would take many many days to do it
properly. I hope I have explained my reasons for not being abl~
to comply with your request.
Now we are. going to excuse you for the evening. I
understand you are going back to the hotel and I hope you have a
nice dinner and nice evening. You won’t be deliberating tonight
as you know~ everything of that nature takes place in the jury
room.

Soyou will be excused till 9:30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, the jury left the courtroom.)
THE COURT: Anything further?
All right.
(Adjourned at 6:00 o’clock p.m.)
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p Repl
a es
.aved for Jurors
,, By George Lardner Jr.
The jurors at the Watergate
cover-up trial turned yes~daY~o a closed-door replay of
so~e c~cial ~te House]
~ recordi~s invoIving H.
~ob) Haldeman.
~ntinuing the~ deHbera~oDs at ~a slow, measured~
pae~, ~e 3u~ ~e a_ ,~saemng]
~ recordings ta mtd~afternopB after an exchange
~ with U. S. Dis~ict Court
~e. John J. Si~ca.
The reviewed tim tapes of a
~’es of three meetings on
$~a 23, 1972, betw~n Halde~ and President Nixo.n
~b~t enlisting the Cantral
tei~’~ence Agency to ,block the
~I s ~atergate mves~gatmn.
The jurors were also given a
~h hem-in~g of foyer W~te
~e counsel John W. Dean’s
*’~n~r on the presidency"
ta~-~th Nixen on March 21,
!~; a conversation tha’
~lfleman joined about halfway .~ough ~a meegng.
Eederal marshals, meanwh~e, put the j~ on a spar~a regimen at their hot~.,
~a~ng a!l television watc~
i~phone ca~s and even the
eveni~ cocktatl or Wo that
~ had been allowed to buy
~ ~ ~eir own expense befere
~e~berations ~gan.
’~he idea is to keep ~eir
~ds on the important case
~re deci~," s svokesman
or ~.S. ~arshat Geozge ~c
~nney to~d newsmen.
The tape playbacks suggested that the jury had
~shed, at least in a pre~n~
fash~o~ its consideration of~
~e.~arges against former AttO~y General John N. Mitc- ]
h~:and ~en move~ on to the
~a~ons agMnsf Haldeman,
t~omer chief of
~:~2 man at the Nixon ~,~te
~P~ate ’~work~eets’, . to
~d the ver~cts for each of
t~e~ We defendants in the
eo~e¢-up case had bees ~r~shed to the jurors when
t~, started considering the
evidence ]n the long trial Monday~ternoon.
~e ju~ a~ently s~rted
~ ~tcheIl ~ whose name
h~ded the Iist o~ the defenda~ ~n the cover-up ~ndict-

merit -- in line with Ju~Ige
8l~ea’s instructions that each
(if,the five men was entitled to
a ~ separate judgment as
that~gh he were standing trial
In a note si~ed ~v foreman
John A. H~far, the nine
w~en and three men on the
ju~ had as:ked Monday ai’ter.
noo~ for the transcripts of~
so~ three we~s of tria! tes.
~Kv, primar~y involving
$~ca turned down that re.
quit, saying it would virtuMly~ amount to "ret~wing the
ea~je," but told the jurors at
the same time that they could
h a v e ~hatever documenta~
e~dence, including Nk~on’s
~te House tapes, they
~eeded.
~e jurors took up the offer
~sterday mor~ng, first aski~Sirica in a note from Hof-~
~a~-for "the exhibi~ (~’pes)
eM~ence, which pe~ain6d to
~ch 2!, 1973. March 22,!
1~8, April 14, I973."
~urrie~y caring a cham-J
be~ conference ~th attor-i
n~S for all sides~, 8irica,
t~ed the ~ques~ a little~
~iguous" since ~e ~pes of
sp~ 10 separate ~nversa~ on those da~s had been
in~0d~ced at the ~al by
~rgate prosecutors
a a result, the judge sent
as~.hg if it wah~ed to hear all
eYLthe tapes" for the three
days listed.
t~offar sent back t.wo
oiled notes, this time asking
simply for the "Haldeman.
Nixon discussion about using
CIA to stop ~’BI investigation"
and "Dean’s ’there’s a cancer
on the presidency’ -- to
Nlxon,"
All these conversations involved Haldeman, whom the!
Watergate grand jury had
named just after Mitchell ifi
the c~ver-up indictment it returned last March 1.
The former White H,ouse
chief of staff’s iatervent~on
with the CIA, which N:ixon approved six days after the
Wa.tergate alTests at l)e~’nocratic national headqum, ters
acre, was allegedly a part of
!he massive cover-up efforts.

~o, according to Watergate
prosecutors, was the ~Iarch 21,
1973~ meeting at which Dean
~eported on a .then-cm’rent
" " de~ by Waterackmafl
ga.~ ~y E. ~owarfl H~t for
~ore than $100,0~.
Haldeman, who attended the
[~m~ch 21 meeting, has also
been accused of p~ju~ in
~untln;g ~e conversa~on to.
the Senate Watergate co~.t.
:ee sever~ monks later,
~ansc~pts of the conversations ~n ques~on were $ur~he4 to the jurors, as they
had b~n at the t~al, when
~he tapes were played back for
~hem in S~ca,s ~urt room
starting at 2:~ p.m, At~rneys
for all t2v~ ~ttendefl the ~ssion, but ~.e press and public
~ere ba~ed.
The. recordings ’ha~ b~n
played for ~he juD" du~ing the
t~al o~y once, a~ ~re ~than
a month ago. At lea~ ~e defe~se attorney int~pret~ the
~m’ors’ request as a sign that
they would rea~ conclusive
verdicts after a~.
"Yesterday [Monday] after.
noon, I ~ought ~t ~ght be a
h~ j~-," he sMd, ’*But not
-M~ough ~e ~o~ had
~asked ~y for the HMflemam
Nixon ".ffis~s~on" about ~e
CIA, S~ca ~ld ~ew~ he
~ok ~heir note to mean ~hat
"they want erecting ~o
~ ~at P~ic~ day."
The President and Halde-~
man actuMIy had ~ree con-~
[v~sa~ons on June ~, t~2,
[about g~ng,£he CIA {o cut
off 4he FBIs inves~ga~on,
tw~ of th~ ~fore Ha!~eman
an~ foyer W~te Hou~ ai~
John D. EMfichman met ~.thJ
top C~ offic~ats at the W~te.[
House tha~ ~te~oon, and an-~
~th~ b~ c~ Iat~ on.
Haldeman began the first
me~ting with the,, President by
.telling hhn that ’on the investigation, you know, the Democratic break-in thing, we’re
back to the -- in the, the problem area because the FBI
it rot under control..."
Later after meeting with the
CIA officials, t:he former

Yhlte House chief of st,~,ff
!formed the President: ’Well,
fit’s no problem. [Former CIA!
ters is ~oin.g +o c~i1 [acting~
~FBI ~ree~or L.
~ Gray."
The playing of the tapes, e~
pedaHy the l~-mdn~ute Ma~
2t meeting, took the rest of~
~e afternoon. The session
ended for the day at 5:40 p.m,
and the jurors were escorted
ba, ck to the Sheraton.Park Hotel in their chartered
bus. They will return to the
court house today even though
it is New Year’s.
According to Horace Webb,
;a spokesman for the marshal’s
]office, there was "no special
~ce~ebrati,on" for New Year’s
eve either.
"The deputy marshals are
w~tching the jury a bit
closely," he added. "It’s not
tl]at we doa’t trust thegn, but
even one person getting sick,
or say, failing and breaking a
leg, could jeopardize the
come of the trial... I’m sure
the bus driver is even driving
a little more carefully now."

]3y George Lardner Jr.
Wash’In,ton PO~ St~f~ Writer

The jurors at the Watergate coverup trial began deliberating over a verd~t yesterday after a final admonition

~om the judge to ignore the pardon of
President Ninon and concentrate on
the evidence. ;
His voice rising at the end, U.S. Distr[ct Court Judge John J. Sirica told
them that the case had not been
brought "~or bhe purpose of revenge"
and emphasized that their duty was
simply to ascertain the truth ,behk~d
the tangled scandal.
The nine women and three men
named to the ~ury in mid-October
two weeks of secret questionin~
t~he case at .12:~_~.m. and s~rted dis-

cussions in a closely .guarded room
cials Job Stuart i~Iagruder and Fredernear the j,udge’s chambers after a ick C. LaRue.
luncheon recess.
They also asked for Mitchel.I’s testiThey promptly picked as .foreman
mony before the Watergate grand jury
on April 20, !,’,173, when he allegedly
John A. PIoffar, 57, a retired Park
lice~ and one of the two regis. lied under oath.
tere’ff’R--epu-~i~ans on the panel.
The judge toi:d them that "it would
The jurors then spent about four
be almost impossible" to grant their
request
hours deliberating, a-pparentIy concentratin.g on the char,des against former
"We’d be tryin~ l~his case all over
Attorney General John N. ~viitchelI, be~gain," Sirica explained. Beyond that,
fore ibeing sent back to their hotels
he said, it was not common practice to
the night.
permit a jury ~o have transcripts
Judge Sirica dismissed them for the which include the text of whispered
day after ruling out the jurors’ re- bench conferences and other discusquest, in a note signed by Ho.ffar as
sions that the jury was not supposed ~o
foreman, foi- the transcripts of all the
hour.
trial testimony by Mitchell, former
As a result, he said, any ~esdmony
White House counsel J~hn W. Dean
they wanted would have to he read
III, and former NLxon campaign
back to them by a court reporter. He

Deliberation
estimated that the portions of testimony they had just asked for. would
"take approximately three weeks to
.read.".
In addition, the judge said, MitchelFs grand jury testimony on April
20, I973~as!de from the allegedly tmtruthful excerpts contained in his
dictment--had not been introduced in
evidence.
"It’s difficult for jurors to remember
everything that’s been said, I’ll concede the%," Sirica told them. But he
said they would simply ~have to rely on
their recollections of the testimony
cept for short exchanges on ~pecific
points.
Some of the j,urors’ faces seemed
drawn as they filed into the courh-9om
following their .first a:fternoon of delib-

erations. They were apparently tack-.,!
ling the ~harges i.n the c0ver-up indictmerit slowly and methodicalb~ beginnin:gW~vlt~ tt~e- alle~-~tio’~s against M~tchell as the first named defendant.
With the trial now in its 14th week,
Sirica reminded the jurors yesterday
morning that each of the defendants
before -them--Mitchell, for~mr White
House aides H., R. (Bob) Haldeman
and John D. Ehrliei~man, and Nixon
reelection committee advisors Robert
C. Mardian and Kenndth Wells Parkinson.o-were entitled to separate, independent jt~dgments ~n each of t,he
charges against them. ~
Sirica spent near~
final instructions, iecturYff~the
on the taws of conspiracy, obstruction
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of justice, perjury .and false sh~ten~ents under oath.
The five alternate jurors, who have
been .sitting through the prolonged
.proceedings as standbys, were sent
home after a final stop to pick up their
belongings at the Sheraton Park Hotel where they have been sequestered.
The judge ur’ged theto not to talk
about t.he case with anyone, even members of their families, although he
knowledgefl that he dould not prevent
them froto speaking out if they chose
~2o r3.o so.
"I personal.ly think that it detracts
from ~he dignity of judicial proceedings for juror,s or alternate jurors to
informally discuss their feetings and
impressions of a criminal trial," Sirica
told them.
,.U.S. deputy marshals escorted the
five alternates, al! of them wmnen,
back to the hotel and then to their’
homes. They all refused to talk to
xmw.smen and marshals asked tim reporters, to stay away from them.

"No, no, not .until it’s MI over," one

of the att, ern.ates said, when asked for
.cotoment. "We can’t talk now."
The I2 reguIar j,urors ,began discussing the case at 1:55 p.m., win-king with
a ret~2oed copy of ti~e cover-up indictment and separate ’~worksheets"
record their verdicts for each defendant.
The trial ended with 17 charges ~till
outstanding against the five men.
are ~eIonies, each carryin,g a maxhnum
prison term of five years but with varying fines tarrying from .$2,000 ~o $10,000. T.wo connts of lying i.o l:he t,’Bi ......
olin against IvlitehelI and one against
Ehrliehman--were dismissed lay Siriea
e~rIi.er in the trial as a matter of law.
bug the jurors were not informed of
that until yesterday.
_. They still have not ;oeen told why
NJxon never appeared as a witness.
The jurors were notified during tt~e sele~tip.n process that the former Presidefit might be called to testify, butthey were never filled in. on the courta~ppointed medical examination during
{he trial, which found him too ill to
give even a deposition.
Instead, Sirica sire,ply told them in
general terms to draw no conclusions
from the fact that any of the prospective witnesses toentioned to t,hem at
the ta-ial’s outset failed t~ appem’.
-"T~is ~sually happens in the course
of a "trial, as the witness 1isis change
depending on developments in the
case," the judge said. "You should not
draw any inferences against any ,party
,12eC~use a .partic.nlar prospective withess may not have appeared, and. of
gpn-rse, your concern in weighing the
t~stitoony must be solely ~vi~h the tes~mony of the witnesses who have ap~tmared before 5"ou."
: AII the jurors except Hoffar, a sturdily built, poker4aced man who has a
l~abit ~f starim~ straight ahead, leoked

Judge Siriea arrives at the courthouse to insfi’uot the Watergate jury members.
~tenti~eiy a(t~ae j,ud~e throt~g&out the
~ng ins~.u.cfions.
~,1~oekfng back and ~orth in his high,
t~pped red leather char at the bench,.
Sirica began ,by complimenting O~e
j~y for its 9atiencd and telling them
~at "the most: important ~art o£ this
(hs~ iS now at hand."

"After many weeks of trial, we have
now reached the place where there are
no more witnesses to be hem’d, no
more exhibits to be introd~aced and no
further arguments by counsel," the
judge said.
"t~now that I speak for counsel on
both ~ides w~mn I say that yo,ur ~unt’ai.L
ing attention, y~mr patience and ~nter.
est in this tong and complex case
shouId be a model for other juries.
Your responsi, b’ilities are ’great, but
you have shown by your attitude that
you are fully aware of them:"
Spectators crowded into the court
room for the mffotding of the final act,
some of them after waiting throughthe night in steeping bags5 Court officials expressed sin:prise at the .un.usuall~ long line waiting in the corridor~,
but then noted that it was the !ast
such session hefore a verdict, whicl-~
could come at any hour.
Emphasizing that the word "verdict" comes from a Latin word mean-

ing literally to "speak the truth,"
Sirica devoted his longest discour,~e
to the basic conspiracy charge against
all five defendants.
He pointed out that it was allegedly
designed to keep investigators and
prosecutors of the Wate~gate buggin,~
case from unvovering those responsible
for espionage at Democra[Jc National
Committee headquartm~ here and
from turning up evidence of other
"improper activities" that have since
come to light.
While a conspiracy involves an
agreement to engage in conduct to
vioJate the law, Sirica added, "common sense wilt tell you that from its
very nature a conspiracy is characterized by secrecy in its origin and i~s
~xee~,tion.
"Often, when persons ~ndertake ~o
enter inl o a conspiracy, much is left
to an informal, unexpressed under-

keep tim secrets confided in them.
"What a.I1 this boils down to is a
question of intent," Siriea explaiz~ed.
He said Parkinson and Mardian would
.be entitled to aeq, uittal on the conspiracy eha~,ge if the jury was satisfied
that they were merely doin.g their job
as lawyers.
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"But if you tirtd tha~ either Mr. ParMnson or Mr. Mardian, or bot.h of
them, were acting with ~he intent
participate in the a]leged conspiracy,"
the judge added, "£hen the fact that
he ha,ppened to be active as a lawymalso is no defense:"
8iriea then turn~ {o the other
eh~ges in *he indictment. In addition
to the conspiracy coun~, all but
dian have also ;oeen charge~ with aetualIy obstrueti.~g justice in the_Water.
gate ease.
Beyond fl~at, ~itcheI1 faces two
eounts of lying to the Watergate grand

standing," the judge said. "Therefore,
express language or specific words
are not required ~o indicate assent or
attachment to a ,conspiracy."
At the same time, the 3urors wm’e
told that eaeh of the defendants must
have knowingly and W~llf~Jly taken
part in the eonsph-acy,
Even if some of the defendants
played only % relatively small or minor role." Sirica sa~d in an obvious
tusmn to Mardian and Parkinson.
basic question to sett~e was whether
they joined in the seheme
aware oi some of the basic purposes
and aims .of the conspiracy wi{h
~ntent 4o advance those pro’poses."
T~ning e~plicifly to ~ardian and
P~Mnson a gray momen~ later,
judge dted thei~ claims tO have been
acting simpty as la~D’ers for t~e Committe~to Retect the President. bound
by the atto:rney-....client privi~ege to

jury and one count of perjury befo~’e
the Senate Warm,gate Committee.
Italdeman has been accused of three
counts of perj,ury before the Senate
Watergate Commi.ttee and ’Eht:lichman
has two counts of lying to the Watergate grand jury pending against :him.
Emphasizing the narrowness ~f those
charges, the judge said the statements
at issue could not be held to be false
or perj.urious if they were "literally
true" even though they might at the
same time have been incomplete or
misleading.
Sirica mentione~] .Nixon by name
only once--in connection with his p~rdon by President Ford last September.
The ju.rm,s were aware of the pardon
.before they were sequestered, and
ported!y seven of them had said l~hey
thought i~ somewhat unfair to prosecute .the five ~ormer W-hire House
;/ides and campaign advisers in light, of
the clemency granted to Nixon.

Judge Sirica instr~lcts the 12 regular and five alternate jurors on the legal technical ities of the jndgme~ts ~hey must deliver ia the Wale~gate conspiracy c,~e.

WASHINGTON, Jan. l--TheiState marshals, the jurors
decision was ~tucked ~side alwentsby chartered bus back to
large brown envelope as thelthe Sheraton-Park Hotel where
12 jurors _w_a~ked into Judge they have stayed for the ]as~
John J. SiNca s c(>urtroom this three weeks, ran a gantlet of
afternoon.
!reporters and cameramen and
But traces of tha~t decision~said notching.
four men guilty and one not Once again, on,Iy Mr, Hoffar
guilty in the historic Watergate gave any sign, and that was to
cover-up case--were ~n their indicate with a shake of~ his
head and a palms-up gesture
solemn faces, too.
The jury forem.an~ John A. that there was nothing he could
H(~ffar, ashen,faced on ordinary do ar say.
days, c~rr~ed the envelope and They canceled their even.iag

gave it to a court clerk, i dinner and the marshals said
As he sat he looked particu-i they would be escorted home.
larIy pale. Those who have Sir~ce Oct 11. the nine women
watched Nm in the three =and three men had Iived, tim~,
months of the trial, noted only oddly divided Iife of watching
one small difference: He one of the nation’s major t~ials
seemed to rock a :bit in his during the day, then retreating
chair and it Seemed, for an in- each night into a tightly guardstant, that he might smile and ed h~tel, shut off from their
break the mood along the two normal world,
’
rows of faces.
,
Advice
by
SMca
The court cJerk, James Capitanio, began to read the con- i And when their ~erdicts were
tents df the envelope and the finoAly given, they sti.I1 were
word "Guilty’!. was snapped off catlti~ne~t by Judge Siri.ea to
14 times and "No~ guilty" only ke~,,p silent.
- " .There very welt may
twice.
many
people
who
would
like
And then the jurors were
thanked by the judge, reques~- hear y~ur views on t.he case.
ed~but not ordered~not to urge yo vstrongly and advise
discuss what had gone on in you not to speak to anyone,"
the jury room and dismissed. the judge said, expl;a.inini~ th:a~
Accompanied by United his advice concerned discussiens held inside the j~ry roo~.
"Of course," he added, "I
cannot keep you from tatldng,’*
Besides Mr. HotTar, the jurIors were Sandra V. Young, 28
years old, a pharmacists’ assistant; Dock Reid, 60, a hotet
Idoorman; Rutl~ C. Gould, 57, a
/loan specialist with the Depavt;ment of Agriculture; Vanetta N.
IMetoyer, 49, a waitress in
’dime store lunch counter; Mar,
Ijori~ M. Melbourn, 55, a retired
international relations
for
Vhe Agency
fo~,interna’tion~l
!Development;
Jane
N. Ryfln, 63,
ia retired Justice Department
isecretary; Roy V Carter, 27,
Ichief supply }:I’erk for George
V~ashington University; Anita
IE. King, 57, a matron with ti3e
IWashington city sch~ois;.Thellma L. Wells, 68, a widow; Helen
iD. Pratt, 63, a retired embassy
Imaid; and Gladys E. Cartier,
140, an office machi.ne opera, tot
fat a Washington hospital.
~ 7~ey originally were taken
leach nigl~t to the Mid,Town
iMotor Inn, where an entire
!floor of $22-a-day rooms had
ibeen blocked off for them.
i 7’hen three weeks ago they
!were moved to the seventh
floor of the Sheraton-Park.
where a wing with about 14
rooms and a suite for meetings

John A. Hoffar, ~oreman of the Watergate cover.up ~ury, preparing to hand a sealed envelope containing the
verdict to the clerk o~ the court yesterday.

iPres~ International, Mr. Reidi
~added IittIe to what Mr.
had said.
,
"By ~e time we reviewed the~
evidence ~d talked~O~tit:
and what wa~ said on ib.
I don’.t ~ow. if. youcould say
that we ~a~ ~y, disagreement,"
he said.
’
Jo~ N. Mi~che~, the foyer
A~omey 6eneml~ H: R. HNdemm~, the former WNte House
~chief of st~f;: John D. Ehrlich~m~, the fo~.er Wh~ Ho~e

domestic adv~s~r, and Robert C.
Mardidn; ’tti~ fOrmdi~ ?<hssista_n.t
Attorndg; ,:General, were ; ~o.nvi~d )Oy ,the j~. ’Kennefl~
Wells P~k~son, a la~er
Mr. Nixbn’s ~Ie~ion
tee, vga~ ~found not ~iIty
g . Hoff~ ,~d/~ur~ ’~d C6nNder~ ~e de~f~d~ one at a~ t~e, Mr:
’.Mitchell fir~ ~d Mr. PardI ~Ney got to ~e ch~ges
~ag~st.Mt. ParMnson,
etfled that ."fhe Gover~ent’s
case was no.f p~ved," ~, Hof-

~ohn A.Hoffar, foreman of. Waterg~te cover-up jury, at home in’Washingt6n yesterday

.pm~let!~at at 68 she w_as
mad~i.6’ur, gpinions
of the Oldest ones there." Jimtesth~:ony,
:an’
dthe
The Watergate ]u,~,yA ~hat Ruth Gould, was ~,vetyj ~t back m focus again..’
ited her commen~s to agreein~
t~
convicted some of the most
Mrs.
Gould.
a
Department
"
powerful .men in Pre~ent jUry. ¯
ion
,with .~offar’.s <,
"I just think that what~this of Agricultm~ loan specialist
Nixon’s first administration
~at for her--~nd she
had man~ d~fferences of opin- case ,is abau~ is a~,much a~ny- ~aid
"’There was ~ot. ~w
thinks for the other jurors,
ion but no ~jor d~sagreegreement." We~is saM. ’I’ve
to--the
most
im~,r~nt
sinments during its 15 hours ~f
gle bit of evidence was .the been on a regular juW ann a
deli~ration, three of its ~em- our ~’U ’n~
,~
March 21. 1973. tape when- I granf jury ~d this ~as the
bm~s~said yesterday.
that tim ease was aliSOn
i best group I have ever ~een
White
House counsel John W.
At~he outset, said foreman just. those terms, sev"~e~s Dean I[I told Nixon ’We have I with."
the dehberat~o~s,
"There were no g~t
John A. Hoffar, "on almost ~v- ¯ during
.
.
,,
a caucer within, close to the
cry count ~ere ~as a difl ~rWh~le the a~ors . . :, may presidem~y, that is growirag.
enees,’~ said Gould. "We had a
n.~t have a great deaL~xPe- Js £~owh~g daily. ]t’s com- couple or ~oud talkers that
ence of opinion."
x2enc¢ at high levels .~Of .gory- p(mnded, ~rowin~, geomet~- ally did talk loud when they
But the nine women : d
wanted m get a point over,
hhree men, eight of .~ n e~,ment, they pretty:~ll
ta!ly now’ heca{Jse
late ft4o,~eir ~ve~en they puuds hseif. That will be clear a~d I got used to that. I
bl~:~k; took up the 17 ~u~t
]themulti-page indictment ( e
if !. you knov,’, explain some;of~ tainly did not ~eel any
by one i~ order, he said. T1 y
the details of why.i~
Reid, Hof[ar and Gould all
iheld long and detailed dis~
"And then there were either~
said they had not given muci~
sm~ on each co,it, with
have.~, ~d ~ can :mak~ three or four ~apes of. Halde. thought, during’, tl]e trial
e~’~uror get~g a chance parallels, I think," she said.
ram~ and the President.
since, as to v:hether a deposay~ll that was on his or
"People don’t have to h~ve lieve, if % rdmemher
~hd and the i~ormat pol~ .~?]ot of education m- politi.ca y, she said. "But 1 s~ii1 say~ sition or persoual appearance
"
’
"
~~nd
e of each
the Dean ~.ape, when ’he came, by Nixon m~<IR have made
~
d~scussmr~
~ power .m: social sta~)ding to
differenhe in the, outcome.
~ays unanim¢us, he said. ~
in to tell the Pre~iden~ ...
honest and t~ be fair and
"’We ~l~] SO ti3lleh tO
~y the time W~e~
expect that other people supposed that was the tape
through." said Holier.
~ evidence and
b~ sh,ould be ~hJs way, and ~ha~ that was mos~ remarkable."
~;~ .what ~a~
~. ~ w.as discussed ~n the jury
Hoffar. 57 and a retired U.S ’ Holier, [l~e fb’sl juror
room. I t~ak people just felt Park Policeman. said he br’eak,.-~.I.S. D~
~[~hat] in their own m-irate ~hought the jurors were impressed wi~h Dean. Mrs. Gould
lives tlmy were fair, a~d
;to rmt discuss What ’~hJ~. ~n in
~ concurred.
did things honestly, and
the jury room, even ~i~h ~am"I was impressed with Dean ~iiy or friends, said he was very
f~It other people should
According to Mrs. Goald as a witness because he was a concerned about not honoNng
’~""
and Hoffar. the only two so very r- .’~’~
lthe request.
.£
,, -.
..
far ~.
to ^.
discums
extensively
wii~:t
sai~!.
.
~:,~ ..... ,~.^ .~^.x]t l "t realized that he had oe" ! f:io~/ar saia ~irica ~oid the
~:~ doors of the .jury room, it was] t~luryd himse1~.. I realized lhm {urv}rs ?~. ju:ry syste~ ~o,}ld
the W~ite tiouse tapes t~a~} ~ne
been convicted. But iil]Oe nur~ oy .any such. aiscto~ nad
tlsures
~skea.,if he bellied
.... toe greatest
, ¯ " / "," ’ i seemed
a-~;
carnea
wet.a~ me
," ~
.~wa ....~r~%~&,)y,s t~.~o
.... "-~’7.
with the jury
’~ th~ ~a~d"~e ~’Rff’:~F~g~m to~ mat,./~.ouar sam, ¯ ~uoge
Re~d ~aid’h; thought the ju-’ ~e fresher. And a~o~er, thin~][{~a ~inqWs more ~oo~t ~a~
rots ~ave eoual we~ht ~o ~e ,about all those witnesses fo:r ~, ~aan
e ~ no, so J.try ~o ao
~ape~’andt~testim~ny. .... the ".~oseeution, ~dy were’~ ~a~’~,... ~ g~ess
"It’s hard to argue with tt~e no~ X;~ngeful men. ~u didn’t troume.
have the feeling it]at they
tapes"
"I thit~k what realiy, basi:\ I-loffar told a reporter
for tee Long Island newspa- were really ’there to get any. cally, all or us are concerned
per, Newsday, Wedges’day body. It just seemed to me about is thai we don’t want to
r~ight. "[They’re] ~u~t like an that they were .there nol: to try
do anything,, to jeopardize
octopus. They,,, vow.u!4 touch so to extricate themselves be- what has ah’eadv been done."
many people. And it was h~d cause they were already in it." said Gould. "I would feel very
JOHN A. HOFFAR "i
for the.defendants to protect
Tlm. next most impressive badly about that. so i feel
¯ ¯ .Watergate foreman
themseNes."
witness, as far as Mrs. Gould that’s why we’re reluctant to
H~ffar;added that the jurors was con,cerned, was ~I-Ierber~ say too milch."
could say that we had afiy dis- did not-believe testimony by W. Kalmbach. Nixon’s peragreement," said juror.~Dock John N: ~tchelt, H. R. (Bob) sonal lawyer during his first
Reid, a 60-year-old hote[’door- Haldeman, and John D. Ehrl- term.
man. "We pretty much Jchman;"Most of them ~re
"~ f~l~ Mr, KMmbach’s sin.,
reached the same cancluSion," p~ e~L" skillful, he stud...,You eerity
as much as [ felt ,tile
"I think it was.;a:.,~-&~y" good could ~e~. they’d heen ovd.~ it
team," said Hoffar. "Everyone wit3~ ~heir l,a’wyers . . ~ey sincerity of any other wit.
hess." she said. "He seemed to
was given ample opportunity- wouldn~Llie (but) th~’~gVoid me a vmw honest man."
telling’the whole trh~..~"
to sa~~~’Ms mind.
Kalrhbach. pleaded guilty
Mrs. GouId’s re~tIeetions
Feb.
25. 1974. to one count of
are
similar.
"When
you
epough to make everyon’e
taking par~ in an. illegal politihe wasn’t forced, you know, weighe4 their tes~monv cal committee and illegally
pressured into deing the
cepting contributions, and cue
w~ong
tmmy woU~:d: ~e:~}~an t. count o,f promising benefits
The ease was a diffic~t one, .ng. ~ dM, she sai~, I tlnnk :return for con,tributions to
r~u~ring jurors to recall that once ~hey [the jury] heard Nixon’s 1972 re-election cam~three month~; 0~
paigo.
~1~ ~h~ often ¢onm~N .~e~ the tapes ~, [ tbh~k~it put
the, testim~tn per~etive. ]
was senterrced:*o six to
ti~vny by and aba~V~en
Wed heard so much, We had~ 18~Ie
months in prison and a
" Washinzton Post St~ff Wrl~et ~

Ruth Gould: ~pes "pa| the ~stin~ty in perspective."

